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Sammanfattning
Abstract
A team of developers from Epsilon AB has developed a lightweight remote controlled quadcopter named Crazyflie. The team wants to allow a pilot to navigate
the quadcopter using video from an on-board camera as the only guidance. The
master thesis evaluates the feasibility of mounting a camera module on the quadcopter and streaming images from the camera to a computer, using the existing
quadcopter radio link. Using theoretical calculations and measurements, a set of
requirements that must be fulfilled for such a system are identified. Using the
requirements as a basis, various camera products are investigated and the findings presented. A design to fulfill the requirements, using the found products, is
proposed. The proposed design is then implemented and evaluated.
It is found that the Crazyflie system has the resources necessary to transfer an
image stream with the quality required for navigation. Furthermore, the implementation is found to provide the required functionality. From the evaluation several
key factors of the design that can be changed to further improve the performance
of an implementation are identified. Ideas for future work and improvements are
proposed and possible alternative approaches are presented.

Nyckelord
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Abstract
A team of developers from Epsilon AB has developed a lightweight remote controlled
quadcopter named Crazyflie. The team wants to allow a pilot to navigate the
quadcopter using video from an on-board camera as the only guidance. The master
thesis evaluates the feasibility of mounting a camera module on the quadcopter and
streaming images from the camera to a computer, using the existing quadcopter
radio link. Using theoretical calculations and measurements, a set of requirements
that must be fulfilled for such a system are identified. Using the requirements
as a basis, various camera products are investigated and the findings presented.
A design to fulfill the requirements, using the found products, is proposed. The
proposed design is then implemented and evaluated.
It is found that the Crazyflie system has the resources necessary to transfer
an image stream with the quality required for navigation. Furthermore, the
implementation is found to provide the required functionality. From the evaluation
several key factors of the design that can be changed to further improve the
performance of an implementation are identified. Ideas for future work and
improvements are proposed and possible alternative approaches are presented.

Sammanfattning
Ett team av utvecklare från Epsilon AB har utvecklat en minimal fjärrstyrd
quadcopter som de kallar Crazyflie. De vill att en operatör ska kunna styra
quadcoptern med hjälp av en videoström, från en kamera monterad på quadcoptern,
som enda vägledning. Examensarbetet utvärderar möjligheterna att montera en
kameramodul på quadcoptern och därefter strömma bilder ifrån kameran till en
dator med hjälp av den radiolänk som redan existerar på quadcoptern. Utifrån
teoretiska beräkningar och mätningar identifieras en uppsättning med krav som
måste uppfyllas för ett sådant system. Med kraven som grund undersöks därefter
flertalet kameraprodukter och resultatet av denna undersökning presenteras. Vidare
föreslås en design som uppfyller de identifierade kraven. Den förslagna designen
implementeras och utvärderas.
Det visas att Crazyflie-systemet har de resurser som är nödvändiga för att överföra en bildström av den kvalitet som behövs för navigering. Utifrån utvärderingen
identifieras ett antal nyckelfaktorer i kamerasystemets design som kan förändras
för att ytterligare förbättra dess prestanda. Slutligen presenteras idéer för vidare
utveckling och förbättring, samt möjliga alternativa tillvägagångssätt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the background and purpose of this master
thesis project. The external requirements of the project are stated, and a method
that will be used to reach these requirements are outlined. A brief overview of the
disposition of the report is also given.

1.1

Background

Lately small quadcopters have become very popular, which can be seen e.g. at
Hack a Day, where a multitude of different quadcopter projects have appeared [1,
2, 3, 4].
Epsilon AB is, through an internal competency development program, developing one such small quadcopter, called Crazyflie, which can be controlled wirelessly
from a computer by a user. The goal when creating the quadcopter was to make it
as small and easy mechanically as possible with a small budget, and to release the
quadcopter system as open source, thereby letting anyone build and use it.
One request often stated by followers of the project is to mount a camera on the
quadcopter and show real-time streaming video from the camera. Therefore, the
team from Epsilon wants to extend the quadcopter with functionality to display
an image stream from the perspective of the quadcopter to a user. It should also
be possible for the user to control the quadcopter with the image stream as the
only source of information.
A system for capturing and transferring images shall be designed and then
integrated with the existing quadcopter system. The problem to be solved is
therefore a combination of a system design and a system integration problem.
There exist similar systems today for larger Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
[5, 6]. The challenge with this project is the small size and limited resources of the
target system with which the camera system is to be integrated.
1

2

1.2

Introduction

Purpose

This master thesis project shall evaluate requirements that must be fulfilled in
order to equip the Crazyflie quadcopter with a camera system that can be used as
the only aid when navigating. Said requirements should then be used to design a
prototype of such a system and, using the prototype, the real world performance
of the design shall be evaluated.

1.3

External Requirements

A camera system, including a camera module, should be designed and integrated
with the Crazyflie quadcopter. The weight and power consumption of the camera
module should be small enough to not significantly affect the controllability and
flight time of the quadcopter.
The image stream produced by the camera module should be transmitted, via
the quadcopter’s radio link, to a computer where it should be displayed to the user.
Using only the displayed image stream as reference, the user should then be
able to control the quadcopter using the mouse and keyboard of the computer.
It is also preferable that all information needed to construct and use the camera
system is freely available, so that it can be released as open source together with
the quadcopter.

1.4

Method

The design of the camera system involves many trade-offs between parameters such
as flight time, image resolution and frame rate. To determine these parameters and
how they interact, an analysis phase will be performed at the start of the project,
and the results of the analysis will then be used for designing the camera system.
To allow for good control of the quadcopter using only the image feed, the
quality of the received images must be good enough for the pilot to navigate. An
analysis will be done to determine the nature of these requirements. Among the
parameters that must be determined here are the image resolution, frame rate and
the delay of each image.
The current quadcopter platform must be examined to determine the bandwidth
and range of the radio link, how much extra weight that can be lifted and what
amount of power that can be consumed, to find out what will be required of both
the camera and the transmitted image stream.
Furthermore, existing systems equipped with small cameras will be investigated
to provide information for the project. Physically bigger helicopter platforms will
also be investigated to determine if any of the techniques used in them can be
applied also in a smaller system.
Existing cameras will be investigated and compared to each other, to find if
they have properties suitable for this project. Trade-off analysis with focus on
image resolution, speed, compression of image data and delay will be done. For
each camera, its hardware interface and the protocol used to communicate over the
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interface, and its weight and energy consumption, will also be studied. If possible,
evaluation samples of promising cameras will be ordered.
For the found cameras an assessment will be done to tell whether they will work
with the limited capabilities of the quadcopter. The radio link will be tested with
real control and image data to evaluate if the provided performance of the link is
enough for the camera under evaluation. If the system performs well under these
conditions, no changes will be done to the hardware of the quadcopter. Otherwise,
if no camera can be found that works within the existing constraints, alternative
solutions will be investigated. As a last resort, components on the quadcopter
might be changed to improve its performance.
When a promising combination of hardware components has been found, a
hardware design, including the interface to the existing system, will be created.
Expected performance and other parameters that have been found as relevant will
be documented.
Furthermore, a software design will be created, showing the software modules
that have to be created for the system, and detailing the functionality and interfaces
of the modules.
Finally, the authors will assemble a prototype of the camera module by mounting
the chosen camera on an off-the-shelf prototype board, so that the module’s
functionality can be verified and validated.
If the prototype performs well enough, meeting enough of the external requirements, a more thorough investigation of mounting options will be done. A mounting
option will then be chosen and tested in flight using the quadcopter. The pilot
and quadcopter will be in separate rooms to evaluate the ability of the pilot to
handle the quadcopter in a controlled manner, and to determine the performance
of the camera system. The time that the quadcopter is able to stay in the air after
mounting and connecting the camera module will be measured to ensure that the
flight time is not affected significantly.

1.5

Related Work

A literature search was performed at the start of the project. It was however
difficult to find academic research on the specifics of mounting and using very
small cameras. Several projects use them but details of the design are often not
revealed, such as [5, 6, 7]. Some reports, e.g. [8, 9], explain the usage of their
chosen cameras, but comparative listings are hard to come by. Reference [10] lists
several cameras, but many of them are already obsolete.
Most recent information on available cameras was found on the Internet, on
vendor web sites and in hobbyist forums, such as RCGroups.

1.6

Disposition

The design space is analyzed in Chapter 2 to determine what restrictions and
possibilities exist and the available resources and the capabilities of the current
Crazyflie system are determined. The technical requirements of the image stream
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are investigated to determine the possible design constraints derived from these.
From this design space exploration, a set of technical requirements that the system
must fulfill is determined, thus limiting the design space.
Using the requirements determined, different camera solutions are then investigated and evaluated to see which ones that best could fulfill the requirements.
Having found a set of technical requirements and a few feasible camera solutions,
the report then does a final more constrained design space exploration to find a
good solution within it, and then proposes a system design which builds on this
solution. The report then describes how the design is realized in hardware and
software.
Finally, the prototype is verified and validated against the technical and external
requirements, and documents how well these are fulfilled.

Chapter 2

System Analysis
This chapter first gives an overview of the Crazyflie and its accompanying hardware
and software, hereafter referred to as the Crazyflie system, and its add-on possibilities. To determine the feasibility of adding a camera, theoretical calculations are
performed and followed by measurements. Then various important video factors
are investigated, both in previous works and using an existing quadcopter product
called AR.Drone. The AR.Drone is a quadcopter equipped with a camera and is
larger than the Crazyflie. Finally, a list of requirements for the camera system is
compiled, to aid in camera selection and system design.
Theoretical calculations and measurements are done on the communication
channels to find both the bandwidth available and the delay that is introduced in
the channels. The bandwidth directly affects the achievable quality of images, as a
low bandwidth will require the images to be smaller. The delay, which appears in
the control feedback path, influences the ability to control the quadcopter. Measurements on the flight time and lift capabilities of the quadcopter are performed,
as the results are necessary to later evaluate if a certain solution is either feasible
or affects the flight performance too much.
Please refer to Appendix A for details about the image resolutions used throughout the text.

2.1

Crazyflie System Overview

Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the components in the Crazyflie system. The
Crazyflie quadcopter is controlled wirelessly from a nearby computer, using a
Universal Serial Bus (USB) dongle. The pilot uses a gamepad to control the
quadcopter through this dongle.
The quadcopter weighs about 20 g with a battery mounted, measures 3.8 cm
along the side of the base and 9.8 cm between opposing engines. Accelerometers
and gyroscopes in three dimensions allow the quadcopter to control its orientation
and keep itself from overturning.
In flight, power to the quadcopter is delivered from an 170 mAh lithium-ion
polymer (LiPo) battery with 3.7V nominal voltage. The quadcopter is also powered
5
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Gamepad

CrazyClient

USB

CrazyRadio

Crazyflie
Wireless

Radio

Connectors

Figure 2.1: Overview of the different components in the Crazyflie system. A
gamepad sends control commands from the user to the CrazyClient application
running on a computer. The commands are in turn communicated wirelessly to
the Crazyflie quadcopter using the CrazyRadio USB dongle.
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on, and charging, when connected by USB to a computer. A blue LED is lit when
the quadcopter is powered on, and a red LED blinks to indicate when data is
received over the radio link.
The quadcopter must calibrate itself before responding to flight commands.
The calibration is done automatically when the quadcopter is put on a flat surface.
A blinking green LED indicates the calibration status of the quadcopter by blinking
at different rates. When the quadcopter is not calibrated the green LED blinks
slower than when the quadcopter is calibrated.
The quadcopter has a few different external connectors, which will be analyzed
to determine what interfaces are available for connecting add-on modules to the
quadcopter. It also sports a mounting hole in each corner, for supporting add-on
modules.
The heart of the quadcopter is an STM32F103CB Cortex-M3 microcontroller
(MCU), running the lightweight multi-tasking real-time operating system FreeRTOS
[11]. The quadcopter uses several tasks to control the motors, read sensor values and
to communicate with the computer using a radio chip. Power consumption with
the motors off is about 250 mW. When the motors are running and the quadcopter
is hovering the power consumptions is about 5 W. The motors are supplied with
the battery voltage directly after the charging chip, while the rest of the system
runs on two regulated 2.8 V power rails, supplied by two TPS76328 regulators.
Each 2.8 V regulator is capable of supplying 150 mA [12].

2.1.1

Quadcopter Radio

A Nordic nRF24L01+ [13] radio chip is mounted on the Crazyflie. The quadcopter
MCU communicates with the radio chip using SPI.
Wireless communication with the USB dongle is performed at 2.4 GHz using a
custom protocol on top of the Nordic Enhanced ShockBurst (ESB) protocol. ESB
is a master-slave protocol [14] which supports error detection and retransmission
through the use of acknowledgements (ACKs) and cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs).
The transmission channel is half-duplex, which means that the master and the
slave have to alternate between sending and receiving. Only the master can initiate
a transfer, and data from the slave are added as payload to ACK packets that are
sent to the master. The maximum payload is 32 bytes per packet in both directions
and only one packet is in the air at a given instant. In the current system, the
quadcopter is the slave and the radio dongle is the master.
The custom protocol is called Crazy Real Time Protocol (CRTP). It uses one
byte of the ESB payload for a header, which contain priority and target module data.
This effectively gives a maximum packet payload of 31 B, as seen in Figure 2.2.
The radio can be set to three different bandwidths: 250 kbps, 1 Mbps and
2 Mbps. The maximum output power is 0 dBm (1 mW). Note that the bandwidth
is the rate at which individual bits are sent and that the effective transfer rate for
data will be lower, due to protocol overhead (refer to Section 2.2.1).
The radio contains two First In, First Out Queues (FIFOs). There is one
TX-FIFO for data to be transmitted and one RX-FIFO for data that has been
received. Each FIFO has space for three radio packets.
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Preamble
1 byte

Address
3-5 bytes

Packet
Control
Field
9 bits

CRTP
Header
1 byte

Payload
0-31 bytes

CRC
1-2 bytes

Figure 2.2: CRTP packet (between double borders) as transported in a Nordic
ESB protocol packet.
Power consumption is maximally 38 mW when the radio is transmitting or
receiving, and about 1 mW when the radio is in standby [14]. The radio chip is
connected to an omni-directional ANT-2.4-CHP SMD-format antenna with 0.5 dBi
maximum gain [15].

2.1.2

Quadcopter Connectors

EXP

JTAG

The Crazyflie is equipped with two 2×5 pin header connectors, called EXP and
JTAG respectively. The JTAG header is compatible with the Cortex debug
connector [16] and is used for programming and debugging the microcontroller,
while EXP allows for connection of add-ons. Pin descriptions can be found in
Table 2.1 and the connectors are shown in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4.
VCC

1

2

TMS

I2C_SCL

3

4

TCK

I2C_SDA

5

6

TDO

NC

7

8

TDI

DGND

9

10

SNRST

SPI1_MOSI

11

12

SPI2_MOSI

SPI2_SCK

13

14

SPI2_MISO

VCC

15

16

VCOM

DGND

17

18

DGND

AGND

19

20

VCCA

Figure 2.3: Pinout for the Crazyflie JTAG and EXP connectors
The EXP header contains 3 pins connected to an SPI bus shared with the radio.
These pins must therefore be used as an SPI bus. The last MCU I/O pin on the
EXP header can be used without limitations for digital signaling, for example as a
chip select for the SPI bus. The pin could also be used as an analog input, however
it must then share an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with the on-board sensors,
making this option hard to implement, except for very slow signals. The remaining
pins provide access to all the power supplies on the board.

Header

Pin

Connected to

Description

JTAG

9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

VCC
PA13/TMS
PB10/I2C_SCL/TX
PA14/TCK
PB11/I2C_SDA/RX
PB3/TDO
NC
PA15/TDI
DGND
SNRST

Digital supply (2.8 V)
MCU GPIO/JTAG
MCU GPIO/I2C/USART
MCU GPIO/JTAG
MCU GPIO/I2C/USART
MCU GPIO/JTAG
Not connected
MCU GPIO/JTAG
Digital ground
MCU reset

EXP
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

PA7/SPI1_MOSI
PB15/SPI2_MOSI
PB13/SPI2_SCK
PB14/SPI2_MISO
VCC
VCOM
DGND
DGND
AGND
VCCA

MCU GPIO/SPI1/ADC
SPI21
SPI21
SPI21
Digital supply (2.8 V)
Common supply (3.7 V, battery)
Digital ground
Digital ground
Analog ground
Analog supply (2.8 V)

1

SPI bus shared with radio chip

Table 2.1: Pin descriptions for the JTAG and EXP connectors. Pins are
either connected to the supply voltages or pins on the microcontroller.
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VCC

1

2

SWDIO/TMS

GND

3

4

SWDCLK/TCK

GND

5

6

SWO/TDO

KEY

7

8

NC/TDI

GNDDetect

9

10

RESET

Figure 2.4: Pinout for the Cortex Debug connector[16]
The JTAG header is mainly intended for JTAG programming/debugging, however it should be possible to use most pins for general I/O. From Figure 2.3 and
Figure 2.4 it can be seen that the I2 C connections correspond to the ground pins
on the Cortex debug connector, and since I2 C nodes only set pins low, there is
no electrical conflict. USART usage may however render shorts with the JTAG
ground if the pins are set high.
There is also a USB connector available and as is mentioned in Section 2.1 it is
used for charging the quadcopter. The MCU has a USB device interface connected
to the USB connector, so modules able to act as a USB host can utilize the USB
connector to talk to the quadcopter.

2.1.3

CrazyRadio

The radio dongle, which is connected to the computer, is based on the Nordic
nRF24LU1+ chip. This chip combines an nRF24L01+, an 8051 microcontroller
with full speed USB 2.0 capability, and a 16 KiB flash memory [17]. Figure 2.5
shows the radio dongle. The radio dongle is controlled by small C program. To
reprogram the radio dongle with new code an SPI programmer can be used.

Figure 2.5: The CrazyRadio USB dongle that is used to communicate with the
Crazyflie quadcopter from a computer.
The dongle acts as a USB device and relays packets between the client application, running on a computer (the USB host), and the quadcopter.
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A USB device has a number of endpoints and the USB host can establish
communication channels to these endpoints, so called pipes. The endpoints are
uniquely identifiable by an index together with a direction (IN to the host or OUT
from the host). The pipes can be optimized for different kinds of data, for example
control messages or bulk data transfers. [18]
Throughout this document, when referring to the communication over a pipe,
the name of the endpoint it is associated with will be used, e.g. “endpoint X IN”.
If a pair of pipes that is associated with the IN and OUT directions of the same
endpoint are referred to, they will just be called “endpoint X”.
In USB, data is sent and received in transfers, which are split into several
packets. USB 2.0 full-speed supports a transfer rate, including USB headers, of up
to 12 Mbps, half-duplex. Each kind of transfer gets a certain amount (sometimes
guaranteed) of transfer time in each USB frame. These frames are 1 ms each,
that is, 1000 frames per second are communicated. Bulk transfers do not have a
guaranteed amount of data in a frame. The host acts as a master and initiates all
transfers. [18]
The radio dongle uses endpoint 0 for control of the radio dongle and endpoint
1 for bulk transfers of the CRTP packets.

2.1.4

CrazyClient

A client application, called CrazyClient, which is written in Python, is used to
control the quadcopter from the computer. It reads input data from a gamepad
and sends commands to the quadcopter via the USB radio dongle. All data
communication is performed using the CRTP protocol, described in Section 2.1.1,
and the client application serves input and output data using a queue in each
direction.
The client application shows gamepad input values and various data from the
quadcopter, as can be seen in Figure 2.6. There are also options for fine-tuning
different flight parameters. The primary method of changing the flight options is to
use one of the three presets, “safe and easy”, “normal” and “crazy”. When selecting
“crazy”, it is possible to set the flight parameters manually. The application is
tested to work with Microsoft Windows, and with various Linux distributions.

2.2

Data Channel Calculations

This section details theoretical calculations examining end-to-end throughput
and delay for sending image data. The results of these calculations are needed
to determine if the existing quadcopter infrastructure can provide the resources
necessary for sending the required image stream.
Throughput calculations are only performed for the radio link as its maximum
speed of 2 Mbps [17] makes it the bottle-neck compared to the USB interface which
runs at 12 Mbps [18]. Delays add up and are therefore calculated for all parts of
the chain, from the camera module to the computer.
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Figure 2.6: The client application, CrazyClient, that runs on a computer and is
used to control the Crazyflie quadcopter. Flight parameter settings can be tuned
in the left pane, and data from the gamepad and the quadcopter is shown in the
right pane.

2.2.1

Theoretical Throughput of Radio Channel

As the radio dongle is the master in the radio communication and the quadcopter
is the slave, it is the bandwidth for the ACK packets that is important for the
transfer of image data. To maximize the bandwidth all ACK packets will carry
their maximum payload of 32 B.
Two different scenarios will be considered. In the first scenario, all headers and
the data payload (from the radio dongle) are of maximum size, as this minimizes
the bandwidth available for ACK payload data. In the other scenario the headers
are of minimum size and there is one byte of data payload. This setup maximizes
the bandwidth available for ACK payload data.
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These two scenarios give the parameters
(
data packet length = 329 bits
ACK packet length = 329 bits
and

(
data packet length = 57 bits
ACK packet length = 297 bits,

(2.1)

(2.2)

respectively [14]. For each of these scenarios, all three speeds that the radio can
run at are considered.
Furthermore, some timing constants are defined directly in the datasheet [14] as
(
Tstby2a = 130 µs = Time to leave standby
(2.3)
TIRQ = 6 µs
= Delay before signaling external interrupt.
The act of the master sending one packet and receiving an ACK (or timeout) is
called an ESB cycle. The time, TESB , for an ESB cycle can be expressed according
to

TESB = TU L + 2 · Tstby2a + TOA + TACK + TIRQ = ESB cycle time



T
data packet length
= On-air time
OA =
data rate
(2.4)
ack packet length

TACK =
= ACK on-air time

data rate


length
= Upload time
TU L = payload
SPI data rate
[14]. In short, the cycle consists of getting data to send (TU L ), leave standby mode
(Tstdby2a ), transmit a packet (TOA ) and enter standby, leave standby (Tstdby2a ),
receive the ACK (TACK ), and finally trigger the external interrupt (TIRQ ).
Using the given values, and the formulas in (2.4), the total time of an ESB
cycle is calculated for the mentioned scenarios. The results are summarized in
Table 2.2. The effective ACK transfer rates are then calculated using
rACK =

effective payload
.
TESB

(2.5)

The effective payload is one byte less than the real ESB payload due to one byte
being overhead of the CRTP protocol used in the Crazyflie. The effective ACK
data rates are summarized in Table 2.3.
Radio data rate
Worst case
Best case

250 kbps

1 Mbps

2 Mbps

2830 µs
1649 µs

947 µs
613 µs

634 µs
440 µs

Table 2.2: ESB cycle times
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Radio data rate
Worst case
Best case

250 kbps

1 Mbps

2 Mbps

86 kbps
147 kbps

256 kpbs
395 kbps

382 kpbs
550 kpbs

Table 2.3: Effective ACK data rates

2.2.2

Delay Calculations

As the image stream sent from the quadcopter is to be used for remote control, it
is important that the delay from the point where an image is taken until it can
be displayed to the user is not too large. Otherwise, the stability of the resulting
control loop would be compromised. The delay, from when the readout of an image
from a camera can be started until the point when the image has been successfully
transferred to the computer, can be calculated directly.
Two cases will be considered. In the first case, a camera chip outputs data
over a parallel interface, where the camera acts as master and thus dictates data
rate and timings. In this case the camera cannot be directly connected to the
quadcopter MCU due to pin constraints. To solve this, a helper chip must be put
between the quadcopter MCU and the camera to provide a serial interface to the
quadcopter MCU.
In the second case, the camera outputs data over a serial SPI/UART interface,
where the quadcopter MCU is the master and decides when data is to be transferred.
For this case, the camera can be interfaced directly with the quadcopter MCU.
The connections in the two different scenarios are illustrated in Figure 2.7.

Image
sensor
(master)

Helper
chip

SPI/
UART

Quadcopter
MCU

(a) The camera chip is a master and controls its output. A
helper chip buffers and converts parallel data to serial

Image
sensor

SPI/
UART

Quadcopter
MCU
(master)

(b) The camera chip is a slave and the
Quadcopter MCU fetches data directly
from the camera chip

Figure 2.7: The two cases considered for the delay calculations
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Some variables are common to both cases. The SPI rate, rspi , used in the
quadcopter is selected as the rate for all SPI transfers. The value used for, rACK ,
is chosen from data rate measurements done in Section 2.3.4 for 2 Mbps link speed,
with some extra margin added.
The size of the image packets transferring the image data, spkt , is based on
the sizes used for the CRTP protocol. The CRTP protocol is briefly described in
Section 2.1.1. One byte is allocated for a header, leaving 31 B for the payload size,
sdata .
The average size, si , of the transferred images is chosen as the maximum
possible size that can be used to achieve 15 frames per second (FPS) with 200 kbps
average link speed. See Section 2.6.2 for calculations of maximum image size and
Section 2.6.1 for selection of the frame rate.
The resulting variable values are summarized as


rSP I = 4.5 Mbps − SPI rate used in the quadcopter



rACK = 200 kbps − Effective ACK payload bandwidth of the radio channel





spkt = 32 B − Image packet size
sdata = 31 B − Effective image data payload size



si = 1.67 KiB − The average size of a compressed image frame





n

p − Number of radio packets required in average for a frame


td − Delay from start of readout until last packet has been received.
(2.6)
The delay will be calculated from the time when the first bit of data for a frame
is available for readout, from the camera, until the last bit has been received and
acknowledged over the radio channel. The delay, from taking a picture until it is
available at the output of a camera, is dependent on the camera in question. As no
information has been found for this delay, it is ignored in the calculations. Delay
for processing and rendering the image on the computer at receiving side is also
ignored, as the computer is expected to have much higher performance than the
rest of the system.
Camera Connected to Helper Chip Using a Parallel Bus
This section contains calculations of the delay for a setup where a camera is
connected to a helper chip over a parallel interface, as described in Section 2.2.2.
More details of how the parallel interface works is available in Section 3.1.2. The
helper chip is assumed to be connected as a slave to the SPI bus of the quadcopter
MCU in the following calculations
The variables used in the calculations are
(
fpclk = 8 MHz − Pixel clock frequency
(2.7)
tcc − Transfer time for an image frame from camera to helper chip
and those from (2.6). fpclk is the pixel clock, which dictates the speed of the
parallel bus. The actual speed of the pixel clock is not known at this point, so the
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MT9D131 datasheet [19] was used as a reference to select a reasonable value on
the lower end.
With an 8-bit parallel interface, 1 byte is transferred from the camera to the
helper chip each cycle of the pixel clock, and the time needed to transfer the entire
image is given by
si
1.67 KiB
tcc =
=
≈ 214 µs.
(2.8)
fpclk
8 MHz
par.

SPI

tcc

1cq 1qr

1rq 2cq 2qr

2rq 3cq 3qr

8rq 9cq 9qr

radio

1data

1ack

8data

8ack

9rq

2data

2ack

9data

3data

9ack

Figure 2.8: Timings when data are transmitted in parallel from camera to a helper
chip and then over SPI to the quadcopter. On the SPI bus, cq is time for reading
data from camera into quadcopter MCU, qr time for writing data to the radio chip
and rq time for reading data from the radio chip. All three has the value of tSP I .
The time needed to transfer one image packet over the SPI bus is calculated as
spkt
tSP I =
≈ 54 µs.
(2.9)
rSP I
The time for the data and ACK parts of the ESB cycle can be calculated according
to
(
data time = TOA + Tstby2a ≈ 287 µs
(2.10)
ack time = TACK + Tstby2a + TIRQ ≈ 293 µs
[14], where maximum header and payload sizes are used. This gives about 290 µs
for each part. Now enough data to derive the timing diagram in Figure 2.8 is
available.
The timing diagram in Figure 2.8 shows that the transfer of data, from the
camera module to the quadcopter MCU, can be done fully in parallel with the
radio transmissions. As can be seen in the diagram, the SPI transfers can start
before the entire frame has been read from the camera. It is also seen that the
helper chip must have enough memory to buffer an entire frame.
The number of packets required to transmit an image frame is
np =

si
1.67 KiB
=
≈ 56 packets.
sdata
31 B

(2.11)

Using this result, the delay is found as
td =

sdata
31 B
· np =
· 56 ≈ 69.4 ms.
rACK
200 kbps

(2.12)
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When tcc was calculated in (2.8) and used for the timing diagram in Figure 2.8,
it was assumed that all data for an image frame will be available in one chunk.
Looking at the datasheet for a camera chip with JPEG compression it can be seen
that this is not the case. Instead, the data is spread out in a sporadic manner [19].
The effects of this are hard to predict, but a somewhat even distribution of data
over the frame transfer time seems reasonable, and in that case, data should be
ready in time for each transmission to the radio over SPI. If in some cases there
is not enough data available, it can be redeemed by buffering some data before
beginning a transmission. Looking at (2.11) and (2.12) it can be seen that, by
adding 1 ms to the total transfer time, slightly more than one packet could be
buffered, removing the need to wait for data due to sporadic arrival.

Camera Connected to Quadcopter MCU Using a Serial Bus
In this section, a setup where a camera is directly connected to the main MCU
over a serial bus is described, as outlined in Section 2.2.2. Both SPI and UART
are considered.
The time to transfer one image packet over the SPI bus was earlier derived in
(2.9) and found to be 54 µs. From this the timing diagram in Figure 2.9 is derived.
SPI

1cq 1qr

1rq 2cq 2qr

2rq 3cq 3qr

8rq 9cq 9qr

radio

1data
8data

1ack
8ack

9rq

2data
9data

2ack

3data

9ack

Figure 2.9: Timings when a camera with a serial interface is connected directly to
the quadcopter. The SPI variables are the same as in Figure 2.8.
As seen in Figure 2.9, the communication on the external SPI bus will be done
in parallel with data being transmitted over the radio. Therefore, the delay will be
identical to the parallel case, shown in Figure 2.8, that is 69.4 ms.
Using UART instead of SPI to communicate with the camera will not affect
delay as long as the UART is fast enough for the transfer to be finished before
the data must be available for transfer to the radio chip. To accomplish this, the
UART has a maximum of TESB − tSP I = 634 − 54 = 580 µs to transfer 248 bits.
bit
The required effective speed is therefore 248
580 µs = 428 kbps, corresponding to a
UART speed, in 8n1 (1 start bit, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit and no parity) mode, of
535 kbps. Therefore, the UART would need a baudrate of at least 535000 baud to
work under optimal conditions, where data can be continuously transferred without
any extra delay. In reality, extra margins would be needed, so at least 1 Mbaud
would probably be necessary.
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Delay for USB transfer
Some extra delay is also added by the transfer, from the radio dongle to the host
computer, over USB. In Section 2.3.3 it is found that at least three 32 B packets
can be sent every millisecond. Furthermore, it was found, in Section 2.2.1 and
summarized in Table 2.2, that the minimum time for an ESB cycle is 440 µs. This
means that, at maximum, about 2.3 packets will be received every millisecond.
Therefore no extra buffering needs to be done and the extra delay added by the
USB transfer will be less than one millisecond.

2.2.3

Packet loss

All the above calculations have assumed that no packet loss will occur, which in
reality may not be the case. Therefore, the effects of packet loss are studied in
this section. Calculations are done with the radio set to 2 Mbps. With 32 bytes
of payload, the minimum time that the radio must wait before retransmission,
if no ACK is received, is 500 µs [17]. By adding this to the transmission time,
TOA = 157 µs, of a packet, it is found that each lost packet adds 657 µs to the
total frame transfer time.
Without packet loss, the total time to transmit a packet is 69.4 ms, which
corresponds to 14.4 FPS. Factoring in that, in average, n retransmissions happen
per packet, the new frame rate is given by
FPS =

1
1
=
.
69.4 ms + n · np · 0.657 ms
69.4 ms + n · 56 · 0.657 ms

(2.13)

The result is plotted in Figure 2.10.
As can be seen from the plot, the frame rate will be almost 10 FPS even if
every packet is retransmitted once.

2.3

Performance Measurements

Mounting a camera on the Crazyflie will effectively increase its weight, which in
turn may decrease its maneuverability and battery life.
The radio link will probably not perform as good as indicated by the theoretical
calculations. Physical obstructions, external noise sources and the distance between
the radio dongle and the quadcopter will affect the radio link performance.
This section details tests to find out how the quadcopter performs under these
conditions. Flight time and lift is first investigated. Then the maximum throughput
of the radio link and the radio dongle USB is measured, first individually and then
combined.

2.3.1

Flight Time and Lift

A simple test scheme was devised to find out how much weight the quadcopter could
lift and for how long it could stay airborne when loaded with different weights.
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Figure 2.10: Achievable frame rate over the radio in 2 Mbps mode depending on
the average amount of retransmissions per packet.
Test Setup and Execution
The quadcopter was fully charged before each test and all tests were performed indoors at the same location, with no obstacles. There were 10 to 15 wireless networks
covering the area, which could lead to interference with the radio transmission due
to the wireless networks using the same frequency bands as the quadcopter. In
each test, a weight was attached to the quadcopter using a piece of tape.
At the start of a test, the quadcopter was disconnected from the USB cable
used for charging, and placed on the floor. Thereafter the quadcopter was turned
on and the client application was started. The pilot then kept the quadcopter still
in the air, as much as possible, during the test. The test was terminated when the
quadcopter no longer reacted to the commands from the pilot or when it started
to lose controllability, due to battery drain.
Any extra weight was placed under and in the center of the quadcopter PCB
and the full test performed.
Measurements were performed both with the “normal” preset and, using the
customizable “crazy” preset, with the same options but with a higher limit on
the maximum motor thrust. These option setups are hereafter referred to as the
“normal” and the “extra thrust” modes. As the only difference between these modes
is the maximum thrust available, it is sufficient to measure the thrust in only one
of the modes. The thrust needed for takeoff, as compared to the maximum thrust,
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of the different weight positions tested (cross indicates
center of gravity) when assessing the Crazyflie’s ability to fly with extra weight.
was measured in the extra thrust mode.
Tests with a non-centered extra weight were also performed. A 7.5 g weight
was placed at 45◦ increments offset from a line through the opposing motor arms.
Two of these placements are shown in Figure 2.11.
Results
The results for the flight time and takeoff thrust measurements are shown in
Figure 2.12. The numerical values can be found in Appendix C. The small amount
of tests performed is due to limited time available for testing and shortage of spare
parts.
From the results, a clear relation between extra weight and reduced flight time
can be seen. With no extra weight, the normal mode performs best, probably
due to blocking large power consumption spikes by not allowing as high thrust as
in the mode with extra thrust. When adding weights, however, the extra thrust
mode performs better. The reason is that the thrust value sets the voltage to the
motors as a percentage of the battery voltage, and increasing the maximum thrust
value gives a higher voltage to the motors at every time instant. Thus, the voltage
needed to spin the motors fast enough can be maintained for a longer time as the
battery is drained and its output voltage lowered.
In normal mode, the flight time is reduced by half, when a weight of 4 g is
added. The extra thrust mode performs much better, losing around a quarter of
the flight time, for the same weight.
Different positions of the 7.5 g weight affected the quadcopter’s ability to stay
flat and its maneuverability. The quadcopter performed well as long as the weight
was placed on a line along one of the motor axes, with its center of gravity inside
the area of the quadcopter’s main body. Moving the weight, such that the center
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Figure 2.12: The effects of added weight on the flight time and takeoff thrust of
the quadcopter, in normal and extra thrust mode. The lines indicate the average
value for each weight.
of gravity ended up outside the base, made the quadcopter tilt and drift in the
direction of the weight.
Placing the 7.5 g weight between two motor axes, the quadcopter was not able
to lift when the weight’s center of gravity was at a corner of the base. Not until
moving the weight, such that it had only 1/4 of its diameter outside the base, was
the quadcopter able to take off, albeit with a large drift in the direction of the
weight.

2.3.2

Radio Throughput

To complement the theoretical calculations of the achievable data rate for the ACK
packets over the radio channel, several practical measurements were done under
different conditions.
Test Setup
The code for the CrazyRadio and the Crazyflie was modified to keep the FIFOs in
their respective radio chip full all the time.
For the quadcopter, this was done by adding a new task, which just added
packets to an existing queue in the CRTP layer. The code in the radio layer was
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also changed to not disable the radio during the readout of packets, as this was
found to be quite deteriorating on the radio performance.
In the code for the radio dongle, a loop was added to continuously poll the radio
for events and at each event ensures that the TX-FIFO was filled. The code in
the radio dongle was further modified to count the number of packets successfully
transmitted and the number of packets which reached the maximum number of
retransmissions. When 1 Mibit of data had been received from the quadcopter,
the value of a timer was read out and sent to the host over USB together with
the packet counts. The timers and the counter were then reset and the process
restarted.
The initial plan was also to measure the number of retransmissions, but as
the counter was automatically reset at the start of each new transmission, it
would have been necessary to read the value between one transmission completing
successfully and the next starting. As the TX-FIFO was kept full at all times, the
next transmission was started automatically when the previous one was finished,
leaving no time for readout of the retransmission counter.
The radio chip has a setting called Auto Retransmit Delay (ARD) which controls
how long it shall wait for an ACK before retransmitting a packet. For these tests,
the ARD was set to 500 µs, for link speed modes of 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps, as this
is the minimum value required to ensure proper operation with 32 B ACKs [14].
The maximum number of retransmissions for a packet was set to three in all cases.
There was no specific reason for choosing this exact value except that it should
allow for some retransmissions.
The data rates were measured with data payloads of 1, 16 and 32 bytes for the
2 Mbps and 1 Mbps modes. Initially, the plan was to also measure the 250 kbps
mode, but it turned out that mistakenly an nRF24L01, which doesn’t support
250 kbps link speeds [14], had been mounted on the quadcopter, instead of an
nRF24L01+. The ACK payload, which will contain the image stream data, was
always set to 32 B. To account for the fact that 1 B is occupied by the CRTP
header in the real quadcopter communication, a payload size of 31 B was used in
the calculations, as the data transferred with each ACK.
All tests were done at several distances. First at about 0.15 m from the radio
dongle, then at 5 m meters and from there at 5 m increments up to 15 m. The
tests were executed in a large indoor room and there were several wireless LANs
active in the building. Both the computer and the quadcopter were placed on top
of 80 cm high chairs.
Results
Some attempts to count the number of retransmissions, by setting the maximum
number of retransmissions per packets to 0, were made. However, under these
conditions not a single packet was delivered successfully, even when increasing the
ARD. Other tests provided no evidence that every packet is always retransmitted
one time, and thus this result is assumed to be due to the radio chip not handling
a setting of 0 retransmissions.
The effective ACK data rates, with 1, 16 and 32 bytes of payload in the data
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packets and the Crazyflie at different distances from the radio dongle, are plotted
in Figure 2.13. The ACK data rate was relatively stable, for both link speeds,
and only slightly affected by increased distance. The exception is the test at 5 m
distance for 2 Mbps link speed, where large fluctuations in speed were present,
possibly due to some kind of signal interference.
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Figure 2.13: Effective ACK data rates over radio channel at different distances and
varying data payload. The lines indicate the average value for each distance.
For the 2 Mbps link speed, the throughput for ACK data decreased with
increased payload from the radio dongle, as expected, except at 5 m distance where
the fluctuations were too large to give reliable values. Increased data payload
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Figure 2.13: Effective ACK data rates over radio channel at different distances and
varying data payload. The lines indicate the average value for each distance.
decreased the ACK data rate and vice versa. At 1 Mbps link speed, the behavior
was not as expected, where an increase in the data payload actually increased the
ACK data rate.
Comparing the measurements in Figure 2.13 to the theoretical calculations in
Section 2.2.1 it is seen that the actual throughput is lower than the theoretical
values.
The raw data from the measurements are available in Table B.1 and Table B.2.

2.3.3

USB Throughput

To verify that the radio dongle will be able to deliver image data fast enough, over
the USB channel, some simple measurements were done.
Test Setup
The CrazyRadio was configured with endpoint 2 used for both IN and OUT transfers,
allowing the use of a double buffering feature and maximizing performance (refer
to Section 2.1.3 for a short USB introduction). To simulate sending a full radio
packet, with one byte extra for radio status, the dongle ran a loop which wrote
33 B of data to the IN buffers every time a buffer was free. The OUT buffers were
cleared as soon as data appeared in them. The radio parts of the dongle were not
utilized at all during these tests.
In the client application, a loop, which first writes dummy data to its OUT
buffer and then reads data from the IN buffer, was added. Both operations were
done sequentially, with the minimum timeout of 1 ms supported by the USB library
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Figure 2.14: Effective USB device to host throughput depending on host to device
payload size. The line indicates the average value for each distance.
(PyUSB 0.4.2). The test was performed with dummy data sizes of 1, 16 and 32
bytes.
Results
The results of the measurements are plotted in Figure 2.14. As seen, the rate stays
above 700 kbps for all payloads in the test, and, as it in Section 2.3.2 was found
that the peak radio rate was about 350 kbps, this rate is more than enough to not
be the limiting factor in the transfer chain.

2.3.4

End-to-End Throughput

After verifying that the individual links were able to deliver enough performance
to satisfy the requirements, some measurements were also done on the entire chain,
transferring data from the Crazyflie through the radio dongle to the computer, and
at the same time allowing control data to go through from the computer to the
quadcopter.
Test Setup
For the quadcopter, the same code as in the radio rate tests in Section 2.3.2 was
used. The code in the main loop of the radio dongle was rewritten to transmit
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Figure 2.15: Effective throughput from quadcopter to computer at different radio
link rates and distances. The lines indicate the average rates for each distance.
1 B dummy packets to the quadcopter, when there was nothing else to transmit.
This was done to allow image data to be sent on ACKs from the quadcopter to the
radio dongle as often as possible.
The physical setup and execution of the test was the same as in the radio
throughput test, as described in Section 2.3.2. Also, some extra tests utilizing a
door and a wall to see the effects of obstacles, were executed.
Results
The results for the tests at different ranges are summarized in Figure 2.15. The
raw results are available in Table B.3. Up to a distance of 10 m, the results were
stable for both 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps link speeds. At 15 m the bandwidth started to
drop and fluctuate more, especially at 2 Mbps.
For 1 Mbps, the results from this test does actually outperform the results
from the radio throughput test in Section 2.3.2. This is strange, as this test adds
complexity by also transferring the data from the dongle to the computer over
USB. For 2 Mbps, the results are slightly lower than in Section 2.3.2.
The results when putting obstacles between the quadcopter and the radio dongle
are available in Table B.4 and Table B.5. For both speed modes, the effect of
having a closed door, with a small window, in-between the quadcopter and radio
dongle, did not affect the results very much. However, when the quadcopter was
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moved so that both the door and a wall was in-between, the performance at 2 Mbps
dropped sharply while only a small drop was present at 1 Mbps.

2.4

Important Video Factors

There are several factors that will be important when controlling the Crazyflie
using video as visual feedback. The following text lists several of them briefly.
Much of the information listed relates to remote controlled cars, the reason being
that almost no information on aircraft was found. The information should, however,
still have some relevance.

2.4.1

Physical Factors

Angle of View
The angle of view (AOV) determines how much of the surroundings a driver sees.
For a human, the angles are greater than 140◦ horizontally and 60◦ vertically [20,
21]. This translates to a diagonal AOV greater than 150◦ . A typical wide angle
lens (35 mm camera with 50 mm lens) captures 90◦ horizontally [21]. In tests with
the subjects remote controlling a car using video feedback, it has been found that a
diagonal angle of 50◦ is required while 100◦ is preferable [20]. This can hopefully be
roughly translated to a flying vehicle, although a bit larger angle could be required
due to the possibility to move vertically.
Camera Placement
Placing the camera such that part of the vehicle is visible increases the driving
performance and the situational awareness of the driver [20]. If the camera is
mounted such that it can move and provide variable viewing direction, it gives the
driver a larger AOV. However, this forces the driver to keep track of the camera
versus vehicle direction without any body feedback, such as turning the head to
look sideways. This can partly be remedied by direction indicators or by controlling
the camera direction using head-movement [20].
Monoscopic/Stereoscopic View
Two cameras can be mounted side-by-side to provide stereoscopic vision, and this
increases the ability, for a person driving a car, to more easily avoid obstacles and
ditches within 10 meters. For driving a car on flat or paved terrain it is, however,
sufficient with a monoscopic view. [20]
Vibration
A slow shutter speed will lead to wavy pictures due to vibrations. This problem is
most apparent for aircraft when the craft have slow turning rotors with a large
diameter, like helicopters, due to low frequency oscillations with large amplitude
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caused by these [22]. The rotors of the quadcopter however, are quite small and
fast moving, and should as such not pose any large problems related to the shutter.

2.4.2

Image Parameters

Resolution
When remotely driving a car on a flat surface, the image resolution can be as
low as 64×60 px (w × h) with an 80◦ ×60◦ AOV [20]. For driving in terrain, the
resolution must be at least 20 times larger. Increasing the resolution per degree
by shrinking the AOV hampers the driver’s ability to get a correct picture of the
environment and may lead to disorientation [20]. One can easily realize that image
cropping will affect the AOV, since outer parts of the image is removed, while
scaling will lower the resolution per degree. The resolution values given by [20]
translate to 0.8×1 px/◦ .
Color Depth
A higher image color depth increases the driver’s ability to avoid obstacles. When
driving a car in rough terrain color images are necessary, while black and white
images are sufficient when driving on a paved surface. [20]
Frame Rate and Delay
Studies show that a low frame rate hampers perception of motion, speed and
heading [20]. For driving a car through a curve, the driver needs a frame rate of
at least 10 FPS. Delayed feedback, through video delay, degrades manual control
performance and may, with considerable time delays, lead to the driver employing
a go-and-wait (make a move - check outcome - make a new move) or bang-bang
(e.g. max left - max right - max left) control strategy. [20]
P. N. Day et. al. show that lower frame rate and longer latencies seem to affect
the driving performance in the same ways [23]. Tests conducted by S. Jennings
et. al., using a helicopter flight simulator, show that a pilot’s ability to hover at a
fixed position is hampered when the video delay reaches 134 ms [24].
Data Format
There are a few main choices for the data format. It could be a stream of
uncompressed images, a stream of compressed images, or a video stream.
Uncompressed images are the native output of most camera solutions, usually
in Y 0 Cb Cr or RGB format. This is found during the research of image sensors, as
described in Chapter 3. These two formats are quite similar and can be converted
between each other [25] so only Y 0 Cb Cr is considered in more detail here. Y 0 Cb Cr
has the Y 0 channel for luma and the Cb and Cr channels for chroma [26].
Three different Y 0 Cb Cr formats are usually available, Y 0 Cb Cr 4:4:4, Y 0 Cb Cr
4:2:2 and Y 0 Cb Cr 4:2:0. The difference is the amount of chroma subsampling.
Subsampling means that, instead of having a separate chroma value for every pixel,
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only the chroma for some of the pixels are used and then shared with adjacent
pixels. For all three versions, the Y’ channel is always represented with 8 bits per
pixel, that is, no luma subsampling is done. [27, 26]
For 4:4:4 no chroma subsampling is done either, so the chroma channels are
represented with 8 bits each, giving a total of 24 bits per pixel. [27, 26]
With 4:2:2 subsampling both Cb and Cr are subsampled with a factor 2 in
the horizontal direction, so that the same chroma value is used for a pair of two
horizontal pixels, giving an average of 4 bits for each chroma channel per pixel and
a total average of 16 bits per pixel. [27, 26]
Finally, for 4:2:0 the Cb and Cr channels are subsampled with a factor 2 in
both the horizontal and the vertical direction giving an average of 2 bits per pixel
for each of the chroma channels and a total average of 12 bits per pixel. [27, 26]
These formats have the disadvantage that the file size becomes quite big. For
Y 0 Cb Cr a few variations are available as described above. The same variations are
possible for RGB and are therefore not treated separately here.
For compressed image formats, it is mostly JPEG compression that is available
in image sensors. This was found during the camera research and is described in
Chapter 3. In this case, each image is compressed individually, so corruption of
one frame has no effect on future frames. The image size is much smaller than
for an uncompressed format, allowing for a higher frame rate over a channel with
limited bandwidth.
A video stream can provide an even higher average compression than compressing each image separately, by compressing every nth frame as a complete image
and, for the rest of the images, only encode the differences between the current
and the previous image [28]. The downside is that if one frame is corrupted, the
corruption will propagate until the next complete frame [28], which could be a
problem over a noisy wireless link.
Control Aid
To aid in navigation and control of a remote vehicle, a grid can be projected on the
ground at the client application side, indicating the UAV’s relative movements and
orientation [20]. A computer-generated world can also be projected around the
visible image, effectively enlarging it. It is believed that this kind of enhancement
allows the pilot to acquire the information directly by the visual system, without
having to manually interpret overlay data. [20]

2.5

Parrot AR.Drone Experiments

To better understand the requirements of the new camera system, some tests
were performed with a Parrot AR.Drone, see Figure 2.16. The AR.Drone is a
quadcopter that can be controlled from a smartphone or a computer through a
WiFi connection. It weighs 420 grams and measures 52.5 cm × 51.5 cm with its
protective indoor frame mounted. Contrary to the Crazyflie, the AR.Drone has
sensors and control algorithms that allows it to maintain its position in the air.
[29]
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The AR.Drone streams video from two cameras in a format called UVLC, which
very closely resembles a stream of JPEG images [30]. One camera, mounted on
the front, streams images with 93◦ diagonal AOV [29] and QVGA resolution [30].
The other camera is mounted downwards, and streams images with a 64◦ diagonal
AOV [29] and QCIF [30] resolution. The frontal camera captures images at 15
FPS [30] and the downwards camera captures images at 60 FPS [29].

Figure 2.16: The Parrot AR.Drone quadcopter that was used as an evaluation
platform to determine some requirements for a video streaming system to be used
for navigation.

2.5.1

Testing and Results

To test how the various video factors, see Section 2.4, affected how well a pilot
was able to control the AR.Drone, the AR.Drone computer client software was
modified in several ways. Support for changing the resolution (by scaling), the
AOV (by cropping), decreasing the frame rate (by dropping frames), increasing
the video delay (by buffering frames) and changing between color and grayscale,
was implemented. The AR.Drone firmware version was 1.7.11 and client software
version was 1.8.
Initially a test course was set up to test how the time to complete the course
was affected by different video settings. However, lack of experienced pilots made
it impossible to get repeatable results. Some observations made by the authors
will be listed instead.
The retrieved image was viewed at QVGA resolution in all tests. This was
obtained by performing a suitable scaling after any previous image modifications.
It is worth to note that the AR.Drone performs lossy compression on the image
data before sending it to the client [30]. This will most certainly make subsequent
transformations appear to degrade the images more than if no lossy compression
was used. When looking at the results, one should also remember the very good
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stabilizing features of the AR.Drone, which makes it easier to control than the
Crazyflie.

(a) QVGA

(b) QQQQVGA

Figure 2.17: AR.Drone image at QVGA (a) and QQQQVGA (b) resolution (larger
versions can be found in Figure D.1)
To test the effects of different camera resolutions, the received image was scaled
in several steps down to QQQQVGA. The pilot had no problems navigating the
AR.Drone at QQQQVGA (Figure 2.17b), but felt that the image was much more
blurry than compared to QQQVGA. All images can be found in Section D.1.
AOV tests were performed by cropping the image with a diagonal cropping
factor from 1 to 2 (area factor of 1 to 4). Measurements of the physical distance
between the endpoints in view were taken and the angles were calculated as
described in Appendix D. It was found that the pilot had no problems navigating
the AR.Drone even with a diagonal angle as small as 50◦ . This corresponds well to
the research described in Section 2.4.1. Please refer to Section D.2 for the complete
set of images.
The frame rate was halved by dropping every other frame, resulting in 7.5 FPS.
This did not have a large impact on navigating the AR.Drone. Neither did turning
the color image into grayscale.
Introducing delay was done by buffering the retrieved images in a FIFO. However,
due to the client image pipeline not being timed, there was no way to control the
exact time delay with a few simple software modifications. Also, the delay from
taking the picture to receiving it in the client was unknown. The authors concluded
that large delays resulted in go-and-wait and bang-bang control, as predicted in
Section 2.4.2.
It was also observed that, using the front camera, it was very hard for the pilot
to determine the altitude of the AR.Drone. Not being able to see the edges of the
AR.Drone made the pilot unable to avoid hitting the walls while flying close to
them. This could probably have been remedied by the ideas in Section 2.4.1.
Using the bottom camera was found to be of no use for navigation, since
indoors the AR.Drone cannot cover much of the ground at an altitude of about
2 m. Further, a floor without distinct features made it very hard for the pilot to
navigate.
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Image Stream Requirements

For the image stream to be usable, there will be some requirements that must be
fulfilled. First, the stream must have a certain frame rate to deliver a smooth enough
video. Secondly, to achieve this frame rate, there will be a limit on the maximum
size of the individual images that will fit within the available bandwidth. In this
section these requirements and constraints are analyzed and the consequences are
shown.

2.6.1

Frame Rate

Using information from Section 2.4.2 and the frame rate tests of the AR.Drone in
Section 2.5, the target frame rate of the image stream is set to 15 FPS, but may
if necessary be adjusted down towards 10 FPS. Even if it worked well to control
the AR.Drone down at 7.5 FPS a higher target is chosen, as the movements of the
Crazyflie are much quicker than those of the AR.Drone.

2.6.2

Image Frame Size

The maximum size of an image to meet a certain frame rate can be calculated as
maximum image size =

transfer rate
.
frame rate

(2.14)

A range of transfer rates, achievable by the radio link, are selected using the data
throughput results in Section 2.3.2. Inserting the selected data rates in (2.14)
results in the graph shown in Figure 2.18.
The size of a raw image is given by
raw image size = width · height · bits per pixel

(2.15)

and the required compression ratio, given a maximum allowed size of the final
image, is then given by
required compression ratio =

raw image size
.
max image size

(2.16)

From this equation the plots in Figure 2.19 are derived.
To determine how much compression that could be applied to the images without
losing too much detail, such that it would become too hard to navigate, reference
[31] was used for the purpose of evaluating the effects of different compression
ratios. It was determined that a JPEG quality setting down to about 8, giving a
compression ratio of about 40:1, would work, but going below that would begin
distorting the image too much.
Cross-referencing Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19 it is directly seen that some
compression must be applied to the raw image if the target frame rate is to be met.
Even with compression, QVGA resolution will probably result in too large images,
requiring a JPEG compression ratio of 60:1 for a Y 0 Cb Cr 4:4:4 image or 30:1 for a
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Figure 2.18: Maximum allowed image size depending on transfer rate and desired
frame rate.
Y 0 Cb Cr 4:2:0 image, if the image stream is to be sustained at 15 FPS with a data
rate of 300 kbps. Moving down to QQVGA instead, a compression ratio of just
33.75:1 for Y 0 Cb Cr 4:4:4 or 22.5:1 for Y 0 Cb Cr 4:2:2 is required to sustain 15 FPS
with a data rate of 200 kbps.
Using the measurements of the achievable data rates for image data over the
radio link in Section 2.3.2, the available rates should be enough for QQVGA images
transferred at 15 FPS using the 2 Mbps mode. Moving further down to QQQVGA
would then also permit the use of 1 Mbps link speed mode.

2.7

Identified Requirements

Summarizing the results from the system analysis, the following list of requirements
and guidelines for the camera system can be compiled. These, as well as the
external requirements described in Section 1.3, constrains the design of the camera
system.
Maximum power consumption of 500 mW
The original system consumes 250 mW not accounting for the motors and 5 W
including them. A camera module consumption of 500 mW would then correspond
to a 10% increase in power consumption. A rough calculation, assuming that the
battery can deliver E = Pquadcopter tf light , shows that the flight time would be
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Figure 2.19: Amount of compression required to meet requirements on maximum
image size for various numbers of bits per pixel.
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reduced by as much as 10%. Therefore the camera module power consumption
should preferably be lower than 500 mW.
Supply voltage compatible with quadcopter supplies
2.8 V is the only regulated voltage available in the original system. If other voltage
levels are required, more regulators must be added. In that case, the regulators
must be able to use the 3.7 V (nominal) battery voltage or the regulated 2.8 V
as input. There should be as few extra regulators as possible to reduce waste of
energy and PCB area.
SPI, I2 C, UART or other interface requiring few I/O pins
These are the interfaces that the quadcopter provides. As described in Section 2.1.2
the SPI interface cannot be replaced and one has to choose one of I2 C, UART or
direct I/O for the other pins. Using the analog input is not a viable solution, due
to sharing of the ADC with the sensor inputs.
Maximum weight of 4 grams mounted in the center
As found in Section 2.3.1, the flight time of the quadcopter was heavily reduced
when the attached weight reached 4 g in normal control mode. Therefore this
is the maximum weight allowable. As moving the weight off-center also reduced
maneuverability, the module should preferably be mounted with its center of gravity
in the center of the quadcopter.
Camera mounted forwards with quadcopter visible
As described in Section 2.4, a forward-directed camera provided much better
information for navigation than a downwards-directed camera, though the exact
vertical angle has to be determined. It is also beneficial for the pilot to see part of
the vehicle through the camera [20]. This might however be hard to fulfill due to
the small and compact design of the quadcopter.
Minimum diagonal AOV of 50◦ , preferably 100◦
Researchers [20] have found an AOV of 50◦ to be the minimum value for adequate
navigation of a car. They have also concluded that 100◦ is preferable. Considering
the fact that a quadcopter can move in one more dimension compared to a car, it
should therefore require at least these AOV values.
Vibration compensation
The authors did not have resources to measure the vibrations of the quadcopter
and relate these to image quality. Vibration compensation can be done as a
post-processing step but having this built-in will require less development overhead.
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Minimum resolution of QQQVGA, preferably QQVGA
As reported in Section 2.5, the experiments performed with the AR.Drone indicate
that QQQVGA is a viable resolution. QQQVGA has a diagonal of 100 px which
corresponds to 1 px/◦ with an AOV of 100◦ . This matches the minimum resolution
versus angle found in Section 2.4.2.
Minimum 10 FPS and maximum 130 ms delay
A frame rate of at least 10 FPS is needed for remote control of a car [20]. This result
most probably means that at least 10 FPS is required for flying the quadcopter. As
discussed in Section 2.4.2, a pilot’s ability to hover a helicopter is hampered when
the video delay reaches 134 ms[24]. Therefore 130 ms is the maximum allowable
delay for the camera system. As shown in Section 2.2.2, almost 64 ms are used by
transferring data from the camera module to the client application.
Support compression
The calculations on image size and radio throughput indicates that some form of
compression must be performed. The exact values are dependent on other factors,
such as the image resolution, frame rate and radio link speed. For a resolution of
QQVGA, a frame rate of 15 FPS, a Y 0 Cb Cr 4:2:2 data format and a throughput
of 300 kbps, the required compression ratio is 30:1.
Minimum data throughput of 350 kbps
As sections 2.2 and 2.3 show, the maximum radio data throughput of 350 kbps
is the image stream bottleneck. To cater for as good image quality and FPS as
possible, the camera system should support this throughput.

Chapter 3

Camera Investigation
This chapter provides general information on image sensors (chip cameras). It also
investigates different camera products. The findings are evaluated with respect to
the requirements stated in Section 2.7.
The width and height, for each of the image resolutions mentioned, can be
found in Appendix A.

3.1

Sensor Technology Overview

The following sections give a short introduction to image sensor technology and
describe some communication interfaces commonly available on image sensors, as
is found in Section 3.2.1.

3.1.1

Sensor Types

There are two dominating image sensor techniques: charge-coupled device (CCD)
and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) [32]. CCD sensors have
traditionally performed better with regard to shutter leakage and noise but CMOS
has started to reach the level of quality of CCD. CMOS has the advantages that it
can support a higher frame rate and it consumes one-tenth as much power as CCD
per frame, in the worst case. [33]
CMOS sensors have rolling shutters which expose one line at a time to the
incoming light. This results in images of moving objects appearing distorted.
CMOS sensors also suffer from bad image quality when the lighting is low, and
they have smaller dynamic range compared to CCD sensors. However, CMOS has
inherent anti-blooming (suppressing overexposure spreading to neighboring pixels)
and windowing (reading out only a portion of the image sensor) capabilities. In
CCD sensors the outputs are basically the electrical charges obtained in the sensor,
which means that extra circuitry is needed on the PCB. CMOS, on the other hand,
usually has the extra circuitry on the same chip and can output digital signals. [34]
CMOS sensors had 88.6 % of the area-scan (2-dimensional images) market share
in 2009, while CCD had 11.4 %. [32]
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Hardware Interfaces

All image sensors found in the investigation have one communication interface for
control messages and one or several interfaces for image data. Refer to Section 3.2.1
for a list of the found sensors. This section gives a brief description of the interfaces.
Note that pin naming is not the same in all datasheets, but the names can easily
be mapped. Figure 3.1 gives a graphical overview of the pinouts.

I2C

SCL
SDA

SPI

MOSI
MISO
SCK
SS

DOUT[N..0]
PIXCLK
HSYNC
VSYNC
Data1+
Data1Clock+
Clock-

8-10

parallel
MIPI CSI
(one lane)

Figure 3.1: Pin configurations of some common image sensor interfaces. An I2 C
interface is usually used to control an image sensor. The other interfaces are
examples of those that can be available for acquiring image data from the sensor.
All image sensors found have an I2 C interface for control and setup. The Mobile
Industry Processor Interface (MIPI) organization refers to this as Camera Control
Interface (CCI) [35] and OmniVision refers to it as Serial Camera Control Bus
(SCCB) [36].
The most common data output interface, for the found sensors, is an 8-10 bit
parallel bus together with a few control pins. At each rising edge of the PIXCLK
signal, 8-10 bits of image data is latched on the bus. HSYNC and VSYNC signal
the end of row (line) and frame (image), respectively [37]. OmniVision calls this
parallel interface Digital Video Port (DVP) [38], while the MIPI organization,
excluding the sync signals, refers to it as Camera Parallel Interface (CPI) [35].
The OmniVision OV3640 also has a MIPI Camera Serial Interface (CSI). This
high speed interface is commonly seen in high-resolution image sensors and has one
or several (CSI-2) lanes that transport image data serially. The physical signaling
is either differential or single-ended. [38, 39, 35]
The PixArt PAS6167 is also able to output its image data via SPI.

3.2

Available Products

The chips found in the camera investigation can be classified either as image sensors
or Image Signal Processors (ISPs). An image sensor captures an image and outputs
it directly. An ISP processes an image taken by an image sensor and outputs the
processed image. The processing may include scaling, compression and change of
output format.
The following sections list the findings deemed to be of interest.

3.2 Available Products

3.2.1
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Image Sensors

Image sensors were sought in existing products, papers and directly on the Internet.
The found sensors were compared against the requirements and the most suitable
sensor candidates are listed in Table 3.1. All of the sensors found suitable are of
the CMOS type.
To capture a sharp picture, an image sensor requires a lens. A lens has to
be acquired separately for most of the found sensors. However, camera modules
provide a sensor with a lens already attached on top of the chip, and wafer-level
cameras have the lens integrated within the actual chip. Lenses can be found with
varying optical parameters and sizes. Figure 3.2 shows photos of a typical image
sensor and a typical camera module.
Some image sensors have extra image processing capabilities and are then
usually referred to as System-on-Chips (SOCs). Some camera modules have a short
flexible flat cable attached, not requiring the module to be mounted on a PCB.

(a) Aptina MT9D131

(b) Toshiba TCM8240MD

Figure 3.2: A typical image sensor chip (a) and a typical camera module (b).
As mentioned in Section 1.4, the prototype will be assembled by the authors.
The assembly will be done by hand and therefore only sensors that come in packages
were included in the set of suitable candidates, as sensors provided as wafer/bare
die would be hard to use.
It was found that the information given by most vendors is very sparse. For
example, power consumption is usually given only for the maximum resolution and
the most favorable supply voltages. When ranges of supply voltages are valid, the
values best matching the Crazyflie were chosen. All the found sensors operate with
an input clock in the range of 6 − 80 MHz and can output images at a rate of at
least 15FPS when outputting VGA or, if maximum resolution is less than VGA, at
their maximum resolution.
Two of the JPEG capable sensors, the MT9D131 and TCM8240MD, have
information on the compression ratio. Both support custom quantization tables,
and therefore allow the user to set the ratio freely.
The only sensor with a specified weight is the MCB770. The weight is 5 g.
Since this is a module, it is assumed that the bare chips weigh less than this.

Part

Type

Output

Compr.

Power

Supply

Resolution
Min

Aptina

MT9D131

parallel

Aptina
GalaxyCore

JPEG

MT9V111

SOC

parallel

GC0306

Module
w/cable

Omnivision

OV3640

SOC

MIPI,
parallel

JPEG

Omnivision

OVM7690

Waferlevel
camera

parallel

PixArt
Imaging Inc.

PAS6167

SOC

PixelPlus

PO5010K

Sony

Max

(w×h×d
[mm])

UXGA

14×14
(CLCC),
9×9
(iCSP)

Diagonal
AOV

348 mW

1.8 V,
2.8 V

no

<80 mW

2.8 V

QVGA

VGA

-

no

<28 mW2

1.8 V,
2.8 V

CIF

VGA

-

156 mW2

1.5 V,
1.8 V,
2.8 V

no

100 mW

2.8 V

parallel,
SPI

no

37 mW2

1.8 V,
2.8 V

SOC

parallel

no

36 mW

1.8 V,
2.8 V

MCB770

SOC
Module

parallel

JPEG

170 mW

1.2 V,
1.8 V,
2.8 V

Toshiba

TCM8230MD

Module

parallel

no

86 mW2

1.5 V,
2.8 V

Toshiba

TCM8240MD

Module

parallel

JPEG1

264 mW2

1.6 V,
2.8 V

QCIF

QQCIF

-

QXGA

6.3×6.1

-

VGA

2.5×2.5
×2.9

64◦

QCIF+

5×5×3

-

CIF

-

UXGA

14.5×17.4
×10.5

63◦3

SubQCIF

VGA

6×6×4.5

69.1◦

SubQCIF

SXGA

1

84.8◦

The datasheet seems to indicate that the TCM8240MD does not support JPEG compression when not using full resolution. No sources
contradicting this have been found.
2 Only current consumption is stated in the found document and the listed power has been approximated based on the digital/analog supply ratio
for MT9D131 and MT9V111. Power consumption is calculated as half the current used for analog (highest voltage) and half the current used for
digital supply (split evenly over the rest of the supply voltages).
3 Calculated from horizontal AOV using the relation in Section D.3.

Table 3.1: Image sensor candidates [40, 19, 41, 38, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47]
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SOC

Dim.

40

Manufact.

3.2 Available Products

3.2.2

41

Image Signal Processors

ISPs provide a way to post-process the captured images by adding a chip between
the image sensor chip and the image destination. Features provided by ISPs, that
are important for the camera system, include functionality to shrink the image
by scaling and compression, and reducing the number of I/O pins required by
transforming the image data into serial form.
Table 3.2 lists the ISPs found to be best suited for the camera system. All the
listed chips perform JPEG compression. Only the supply voltages best matching
the Crazyflie are shown.
Out of the listed chips, OV529 and VC0706 datasheets state that they support
arbitrary scaling of the image resolution. Out of these two chips, the OV529 is the
chip with the lowest power consumption. Except for the ADV212, data may be
communicated through SPI or UART, which is readily available on the Crazyflie.
OV529, VC0706 and CX93510 process VGA images at 30 FPS. However, for these
chips, information and datasheets can only be acquired after signing non-disclosure
agreements with the respective vendor and, in some cases, ordering thousands of
components.
The VC0706 has configurable compression ratio as a documented feature.
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Manufacturer

Part

Output

Analog Devices
Conexant
Omnivision
Vimicro

ADV212
CX93510
OV529
VC0706

parallel, DMA, SRAM, JDATA
SPI, UART, I2 C
SPI, UART, parallel
SPI, UART, parallel, composite

1

Power
640 mW
33.6 mW
100 mW
146 mW1

Supply

Resolution
Min
Max

1.5 V, 2.5 V
2.8 V

QVGA

1.2 V, 3.3 V

CIF

4096×4096
VGA
VGA
VGA

Only total current consumption is stated in the found document. For power consumption calculation it was assumed that half of the
current was at the lower voltage and half at the higher.

Table 3.2: ISP candidates [48, 49, 50, 51]
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Requirements Follow-Up

Delay

Compression

FPS

X
X
X

Resolution

X
X
?
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

X

?
?

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

?
?
?
?

-

X

?
X
X
X

?
?
?
?

X
X
X
X

Vibration

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

?
?
?
?
?
?
?

AOV

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Weight

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Interface

Supply

Image sensors
MT9D131
MT9V111
GC0306
OV3640
OVM7690
PAS6167
PO5010K
MCB770
TCM8230
TCM8240
ISPs
ADV212
CX93510
OV529
VC0706

Power

Many of the requirements listed in Section 2.7 directly applies to and restricts
the choice of camera chip. This section provides a follow-up on the relevant
requirements.
Table 3.3 summarizes the applicable requirements as fulfilled individually by
the chips. Below is a list of comments on the relevant requirements. A conclusion
is given at the end of this section.

X
X

X

X
X

Table 3.3: Requirements fulfillment by the found camera chips. X means that a
requirement is fulfilled, - means that a requirement is not applicable, ? means that
a value is unknown and an empty cell means that a requirement is not fulfilled.
AOV is not applicable to sensors without integrated lenses.

Maximum power consumption of 500 mW
All sensors found consumes less than 400 mW. Except for the very advanced
ADV212, the ISP chips consume less than 200 mW.
Supply voltage compatible with quadcopter supplies
Very few of the found products can be supplied with only 2.8 V. Most chips found
will work if one additional regulator is added to also provide a lower voltage.
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SPI, I2 C, UART or other interface requiring few I/O pins
Most of the ISP chips found provide SPI functionality. Only one of the image
sensors listed (PAS6167) provides an interface compatible with the quadcopter
connectors.
Maximum weight of 4 grams mounted in the center
Most chips/modules have no weight specified, the only one was the MCB770
weighing 5 g. As mentioned earlier, all non-modules are assumed to weigh less
than this.
Minimum diagonal AOV of 50◦ , preferably 100◦
For all modules where the information was found, the diagonal AOV is greater
than the minimum of 50◦ . For the other sensors, without lenses, a suitable lens
can be acquired.
Vibration compensation
All products with information on sensor type turned out to have a CMOS sensor
with rolling shutter. As described in Section 3.1.1, they could therefore be more
sensitive to vibration than other sensors. None of the found products seem to have
any vibration compensation. It should, however, be possible to perform vibration
compensation in the client software.
Minimum resolution of QQQVGA, preferably QQVGA
All the image sensors can output images in QQVGA and QQQVGA, and several
sensors supports much higher resolutions. Of the ISPs, at least the OV529 and
the VC0706 support scaling down to lower resolutions.
Minimum 10 FPS and maximum 130 ms delay
All the found image sensors can output images faster than 10 FPS for the required
resolutions. Regarding ISPs, the OV529 and CX93510 are fast enough, while this
is unknown for the other ISPs. No delay information has been found. If the chips
can only buffer one image at a time, the delay should be maximally the inverse of
the FPS. The worst case delay for a frame rate of 10FPS is then found as 100 ms.
If the previously calculated transfer time of 64 ms is added to this, the total delay
is slightly above the requirement of 130 ms.
Support compression
All the ISP chips support JPEG compression. The documents for two of the
image sensors (MT9D131, TCM8240MD) and one of the ISPs (VC0706) explicitly
mention having a settable compression ratio. It is therefore possible to have
compression done by the image sensor in the final design. For the other image
sensors, compression has to be done by an external chip.

3.3 Requirements Follow-Up
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Conclusion
From Table 3.3 and the provided comments, it is clear that none of the image
sensors can be used without some workarounds. The main blockers are the hardware
interfaces and the lack of compression. It should, however, be possible to circumvent
these blockers using an adapter solution, such as one of the ISP chips.

Chapter 4

System Design
This chapter describes the process of designing and implementing the camera
system and the results of this process. Different design alternatives are considered
and one is selected for implementation. The implementation is referred to as
CrazyCam and is evaluated in Chapter 5.

4.1

Design Alternatives

In this section a number of design proposals for the camera system are described.
Hardware-implemented algorithms in general consume less energy than software
algorithms [52]. It was therefore decided that compression, which is the main
workload in the image processing chain, should be performed in hardware.

4.1.1

Data Transferred Directly to Quadcopter

Transferring the image data directly from the image sensor to the quadcopter will
create the smallest possible hardware design, as shown in Figure 4.1. For an image
sensor to be used in this design, it must have an interface compatible with the
quadcopter’s available interfaces.

Image
sensor

Quadcopter
MCU

Figure 4.1: A design with an image sensor that has a serial output that can be
interfaced directly with the quadcopter. The image sensor is then directly connected
to the quadcopter and all control of the image sensor is done by the quadcopter.
Having a sensor which can do all the required image processing will minimize
the overhead in the quadcopter. Unfortunately, the authors have not been able to
47
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find such a chip which has an interface compatible with the quadcopter connectors.
The second alternative is to have the quadcopter MCU do image compression
and utilize an image sensor with SPI, such as the PAS6167.
Since it is already decided that the compression should be done in hardware to
save energy, this is not an option.

4.1.2

Data Processed by Helper Chip

The following design ideas utilize an external helper chip placed in-between the
image sensor and the quadcopter MCU, see Figure 4.2.

Image
sensor

Helper
chip

Quadcopter
MCU

Figure 4.2: A design where a helper chip is placed between the image sensor and
the quadcopter. This allows for the image sensor to output parallel data as it
can be converted to serial data in the helper chip. If the helper chip is able to
implement control logic, the control of the image sensor can be moved from the
quadcopter to the helper chip.

External Data Serialization
Using an image sensor capable of image processing and compression, one could
use a very simple helper chip that only translates parallel data from the sensor,
to serial data that can be transferred to the quadcopter using the available SPI
bus. Control of the image sensor would be done directly by the quadcopter MCU
through the I2 C interface.
There exist chips, referred to as FIFOs, that have this functionality, but an
MCU could also be used, possibly also controlling the image sensor.
Looking at the found image sensors, any of the JPEG capable sensors should be
usable. At a first glance, the TCM8240MD looks to be a perfect choice. However,
the datasheet seems to indicate that JPEG compression can only be performed
at SXGA resolution [46]. The choice is then limited to the MT9D131, OVM7690,
MCB770, where the MT9D131 is the only sensor with a freely available datasheet.
External Image Processing
Using an extra chip for image processing allows for choosing from a larger flora
of image sensors, since the sensor does not need to contain any extra processing
capabilities.
As described in Section 3.2.2, there exist several ISP chips optimized for
providing this functionality together with an interface matching one of the interfaces
available on the quadcopter. Of the chips listed, only the ADV212 has a public
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datasheet, but compared to the other chips it has a lot more features and it also
uses much more power. The ADV212 also does not have an interface matching the
add-on header on the quadcopter.
An alternative, requiring more development effort, is to use a field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) performing the same operations as an ISP chip.
It is possible to use any of the sensors, with parallel data output, when a helper
chip with image procession is used. This is therefore the most flexible design with
regard to image sensor selection.

4.2

Proposed Design

The most compact solution would be using the OVM7690 wafer-level camera or the
TCM8240MD camera module. Both cameras require separate compression, since
the OVM7690 has no built-in compression and the TCM8240MD only compresses
SXGA images. Since the compression can’t be done in the quadcopter it has to be
done externally.
Due to the difficulties of acquiring documentation for the ISP chips and the
resulting difficulties in publishing all implementation details openly, it was decided
that the design should not use any ISP chip.
The alternatives remaining were either to create custom firmware to do encoding
using an FPGA, or have the image sensor do the compression and then serialize
the data. Creating custom compression firmware would require extra development
and testing time, as compared to using a pre-made JPEG encoder, and thus it
was decided that an image sensor with built-in JPEG compression should be used.
Among the found JPEG image sensors, the MT9D131 was the only one with a
publicly available datasheet and it was therefore chosen.
The proposed design looks as follows: The MT9D131 captures, scales and
compresses images. The parallel data from the image sensor is then input into a
chip for serialization and sent to the quadcopter MCU. The data are then fetched
by the radio dongle and displayed in the client application. The camera module
hardware design is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Camera module
Aptina
MT9D131

Helper
chip

Quadcopter
MCU

Figure 4.3: The proposed hardware design for the camera module. An Aptina
image sensor which outputs parallel data is used together with a helper chip that
is responsible for doing parallel to serial conversion of the data.
The main drawback using the MT9D131 is the quite high power consumption
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of 348 mW. Looking at the image sensors in Table 3.1 one can assume that the
reason for the large power consumption is the JPEG compression. One thing to
note is that the JPEG compression must always be performed somewhere in the
data chain before entering the quadcopter radio, thus this extra power consumption
cannot be avoided.
This design also requires an extra regulator to output the 1.8 V supply voltage
and a chip for data serialization. Using an efficient regulator, this should not affect
the power consumption considerably. The design also requires a chip acting as the
interface between the MT9D131 and the quadcopter which will add to the power
consumption of the camera module.

4.2.1

Hardware

In Section 4.2 the MT9D131 image sensor was found to be the camera chip most
suited for use in the design of the camera system. This image sensor has an 8-bit
parallel interface. Therefore, an intermediate component must be added to do
serial to parallel conversion of the data before it can enter the Crazyflie MCU. To
fulfill the requirements, this component should be lightweight and power-efficient
while still being able to keep up with the stream of image data. It should also
preferably be able to contain all logic necessary for controlling the image sensor.
In this way, the camera system is kept as independent as possible from the rest of
the Crazyflie code. This will allow debugging and testing of the camera module
without the need to have it connected to the quadcopter.
Three different choices for component chip was found, a FIFO chip supporting
parallel in and serial out, an FPGA chip, or an MCU.
A FIFO has the disadvantage that if it should be possible to debug and test
the camera module separately from the quadcopter, then extra control logic must
be added. The power consumption is also higher for FIFOs (e.g. IDT72V05L35J8:
180 mW [53]) than for a typical MCU (e.g. STM32F103xB with all peripherals:
100 mW [54]).
An FPGA chip would be able to satisfy all requirements. The main problem
with this solution is the development time and ease of change. Developing control
logic and interface logic for the FPGA would probably take considerably longer
time than implementing the same solution in software. Furthermore, it would be
harder for someone else to make changes to the camera module in the future, as
it would require not only knowledge of C-programming, but also knowledge of
VHDL/Verilog.
The third alternative was to use an MCU. The MCU would then handle both
parallel to serial conversion of image data and control of the image sensor. This
enables easy testing and debugging of the whole camera module. It also simplifies
changing and updating the module in the future and gives quicker development than
an FPGA solution, as standard functionality of the MCU, such as SPI peripherals,
can be used.
For the MCU to consume as little power as possible, it should support the use
of direct memory access (DMA) to read data from General Purpose Input/Output
(GPIO) pins, or alternatively, it should have a native image sensor interface. The
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MCU should also have an SPI peripheral for the same reason. The reasoning is that
being able to perform operations in parallel the MCU does not have to be clocked
as fast as when performing operations in sequence. Also, the overhead of fetching,
decoding and executing instructions is avoided with specialized peripherals. Thus,
the MCU can run at a lower frequency, saving power.
A couple of MCUs supporting this design, but not having more features than
needed, were considered. The final decision was to use an STM32F103CB MCU,
having the benefit of being identical to the MCU used on the quadcopter, making
future development easier. Using only its internal high-speed oscillator it can run
at a maximum of 64 MHz [54].
The STM32F103CB sports a DMA unit which can be triggered by an external
signal to transfer data from GPIO pins to SRAM which will be perfect for reading
the video data from the image sensor. Running the system clock of the MCU at
64 MHz, with all internal buses at maximum speed, the DMA unit can initiate
a new DMA transfer every 10th clock cycle [55, 54]. This gives 6.4 MHz as the
maximum rate of the parallel image data. This is somewhat slower than the 8 MHz
output speed used for the calculations in Section 2.2.2. Looking at Figure 2.8 it
can be seen that there is ample time margins on the parallel interface, so halving
the frequency down to 4 MHz or even slower shouldn’t be a problem. Referring to
the datasheet of the Aptina MT9D131 it can be seen that the speed of the output
interface could be brought down to these, and even lower speeds, without affecting
the internal clock speed of the image sensor [19].
The STM32F103CB also has I2 C and SPI interfaces which can be used to
communicate with the sensor and the quadcopter. There also exist some STM32
MCUs which have an image sensor interface (e.g. STM32F2 series [56]), but those
had a larger package, higher clock frequencies and would consume more power and
were therefore not chosen.
The STM32F103CB can be powered with a 2.8 V supply voltage. With all
peripherals enabled, it consumes 100 mW [54]. Combined with the MT9D131 image
sensor, this results in a typical power consumption of 450 mW for the camera
module. Since the MCU will perform a quite simple task of shuffling data, only a
few peripherals will be enabled and the power consumption will be lower. Also,
the power consumption of the image sensor might also be lower due to the use of a
lower resolution than the one that the power consumption is specified for in the
datasheet.

4.2.2

Software

For the software design, four main components that was to be implemented, were
identified. One for each part of hardware involved. Figure 4.4 shows an overview
of these blocks and the interfaces between them.
The MCU in the camera module will use I2 C to control the image sensor and
the image data will be read from the parallel output of the image sensor. SPI is
used for communicating with the quadcopter MCU.
A typical session of SPI communication between the quadcopter and the camera
module is outlined in the UML sequence diagram in Figure 4.5. In SPI, data are
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data
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Image data
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Figure 4.4: Overview of the software design. An MCU in the camera module
handles control of the image sensor and does parallel to serial conversion of the
image data. The serial image data is then sent to the quadcopter. The radio dongle
sends control data and dummy packets to the quadcopter and receives image data
back. The image data is then sent on to the client application where images are
shown to the user.
sent at the same time in both directions, and therefore this protocol includes nops
and don’t-care data (“?”) when data is only transferred in one direction. As can
be seen in Figure 4.5, the quadcopter first sends a command to the camera module
asking it to start, it then sends nop commands until it receives a response that
the module has started. Then it sends a command to read image data, and the
camera module then responds with how much data it will transmit in one go and
the quadcopter then sends nops until that amount of data has been transferred.
There also exists a power off and a power on command that the quadcopter can
send to save power when the camera is not needed.
To get the image data from the quadcopter to the computer, the radio dongle
will continuously send out dummy packets when it has no control packets to send.
In this way, the transfer rate for image data will not be limited by too small
amounts of control traffic to the quadcopter. Finally, the client application reads
the image data from the radio dongle over USB and each time a whole new image
has been received it is rendered on the screen. In each software module the data
will be forwarded as quickly as possible as to not require large buffers, and to
decrease delay caused by buffering.

4.3

Hardware Construction

The initial plan had been to connect the different components for the camera
module together on an off-the-self prototype board, but due the MT9D131 image
sensor having an unusual package, this was not an option. Instead a PCB had to
be designed. To allow others to easily access and modify the design, the free and
open source design suite KiCad [57] was used to design the PCB.
As a PCB had to be designed anyway, it was decided to make it as small as
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SPI communication example

Figure 4.5: SPI protocol example. The quadcopter first requests the camera module
to start and then waits until the request is acknowledged. When the camera module
has started, the quadcopter asks for image data. The quadcopter then receives
how much data that is going to be transmitted, followed by the data.
possible, as to be able to mount it on the quadcopter and keep the weight down.
However, as the prototype was going to be assembled by the authors, the selected
components had to come in packages that were large enough to be mounted by
hand. Keeping the size of the PCB down did not add considerably to the design
effort.
Using the MT9D131 image sensor and the STM32F103CB MCU, the schematic
in Figure E.1 was created. Initially decoupling capacitors were added so that each
supply pin had its own decoupling capacitor. However, to keep the PCB small,
the number of capacitors was reduced by letting neighboring supply pins share the
same decoupling capacitor.
In addition to an image sensor and an MCU, status LEDs and access to one
of the MCU’s USARTs were added to aid in debugging. A barometer was also
included in the design for future use in height stabilization.
To ease debug probing and keep the weight down, only two layers were used
for the PCB layout. To make it possible to mount the camera module on the
quadcopter using metal strings, mounting holes, as on the quadcopter, were placed
in three of the corners. To further keep the weight of the PCB down it was
manufactured with a thickness of 0.61 mm instead of the standard thickness of
1.57 mm.
Figures E.3, E.4, E.5 and E.6 show the final PCB layout. Figure 4.6 shows the
manufactured PCB module with components mounted.
A lens and a lens mount was ordered for the MT9D131. It turned out to be
hard to find small lens mounts for the image sensor, and to avoid delay, a quite
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Figure 4.6: Top and bottom view of the CrazyCam PCB with components mounted
large lens mount was ordered for use in prototyping. A measurement showed that
the lens and the mount weighed close to 8 g in total. The final CrazyCam, with
lens and cable attached, is shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: The CrazyCam module with a lens mounted
A schematic for a debug board was also created, see Figure E.2. Such a debug
board allows programming and debugging of the camera module either standalone
or connected to the quadcopter.

4.4

Software Implementation

This section describes how the different software modules identified in Section 4.2.2
are implemented.
CrazyCam
This is the code in the camera module, which is responsible for controlling the
image sensor, reading the parallel data from the sensor and then interfacing with
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and then transferring the data in a serial manner to the quadcopter.
The image sensor is configured to run in a video capture mode. In this mode,
new images are periodically captured. An overview of the control flow of this
module is shown in Figure G.1. The image data is continuously transferred from
the image sensor to a circular buffer in the helper MCU’s memory using DMA.
The software runs a loop which reads data from the circular buffer and transfers
the data to the quadcopter over SPI.
If the quadcopter does not query for image data at the speed at which the data
is inserted into the circular buffer, an overrun will occur in the circular buffer and
the image will be corrupted. This is not considered a drawback as a lagging image
stream is not useful for navigating a rapidly moving vehicle.
The possibility to power down the camera module once started to preserve
power wasn’t implemented as this wasn’t prioritized functionality.
Crazyflie
In the quadcopter, a task must be added to receive data from the camera module
and create a CRTP packet that can be sent over the radio. As the SPI bus in the
current version of the Crazyflie is shared between the radio and the camera module,
a mutex [11] is used to synchronize the accesses to the bus. The main control flow
is outlined in Figure G.2.
A video enabled flag can be set and cleared by the receiver, to turn off the
image stream and camera when not needed.
CrazyRadio
As only the radio dongle can initiate transmissions on the radio link it has to be
adapted to regularly poll the quadcopter for new image data. As in the end-to-end
test, this is accomplished by inserting dummy CRTP packets in the TX-FIFO
when there are no packets to relay from the client application, making the ACK
rate, and consequently the image data rate, as high as possible. USB endpoint 2 is
used for data instead of the originally used endpoint 1, due to the chip being able
to double buffer this endpoint. The control flow is shown in Figure G.3.
CrazyClient
On the computer side some changes has to be made to the code responsible for
the communication with the radio dongle. Firstly the endpoints used have to be
changed to match with the CrazyRadio and then some changes of the code flow to
handle more continuous transfers. The new flow in the communication with the
radio dongle is outlined in Figure G.4.
The client application also has to be adapted so that the image data which is
received is processed and then rendered in the GUI.

Chapter 5

Results
In this chapter the functionality of the constructed prototype is evaluated and
subsequently some improvements are done to the prototype. The performance of
the improved prototype is evaluated and the results of the evaluation are presented
and compared against the requirements. Some key points of the design that can be
changed to further improve the performance of the camera system are highlighted.
The prototype is configured for a QQQVGA resolution with JPEG compression
enabled and the JPEG quality level set to 40. The color format is Y 0 Cb Cr 4:2:2.
The image sensor is fed an 8 MHz clock from the helper MCU and the internal
PLL in the images sensor is then used to clock it with 21.3 MHz. The output data
rate of the image sensor is set to 3.56 MHz.

5.1

Prototype Functional Evaluation

The prototype was first evaluated to confirm that the basic functionality worked
as intended.
It was found that a resistor named R5 in the schematic, see Figure E.1a, caused
some problems for the JTAG interface on the helper MCU. The R5 resistor was
used to keep the image sensor in reset during start-up of the camera module by
pulling the reset input on the image sensor low. The problem manifested itself in
that the JTAG interface did not work at all, and after some troubleshooting it was
found that the pin on the helper MCU used to control the reset signal also had
the functionality of JTAG test reset, where an active low signal would reset the
JTAG logic. As the pull-down resistor is not strictly necessary the solution was to
remove it from the prototype. For future revisions, the R5 resistor could as such
be removed completely from the design, or the signal could be moved to pin 42 or
43 on the helper MCU which are easily accessible in the current PCB layout.
The software handling of the slave SPI interface in the MCU at the camera
module proved to be problematic and did initially have severe synchronization
problems between the master and the slave. The authors were not able to clearly
identify the underlying reason for the SPI problems. The SPI communication was
changed so that only one-way communication is used when transferring image
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data over the SPI bus. After getting a start command the camera module ignores
all data coming from the quadcopter. To allow for this, the protocol outlined in
Figure 4.5 was changed so that the camera module sends back zeroes when it has
no data to transmit, and when the camera module has data it first transmit how
many bytes it will send followed by the data. These changes decreased the number
of errors in the transmissions on the SPI bus between the camera module and the
quadcopter significantly.

5.2

Prototype Performance Evaluation

After the functional evaluation, described in Section 5.1, a performance evaluation
of the prototype was performed.
The throughput over the SPI bus between the quadcopter and the camera
module was measured by continuously transmitting chunks of 31 bytes of data from
the camera module. The test was done in two different ways at the quadcopter
side, one where the task responsible for receiving data from the SPI bus handed
over the central processing unit (CPU) to other tasks after each chunk and one
where it read data until it was switched away by some higher priority task. In
the second case the achieved rate was 780 kbps while in the first case it was just
180 kbps. Attempting to read a few chunks between each voluntary task-switch
did not improve this figure.
The throughput for data from the camera module to the client application was
then measured and found to be about 160 kbps.
The MT9D131 has a feature for automatic adjustment of exposure time during
video capture [19]. However, it was determined that, instead of being dynamically
adjusted while in video capture mode, the exposure time was set once upon entering
video capture mode and then used for all captures, independent of changes in the
ambient light.
The output frame rate of the image sensor was found to be very dependent on
the exposure time, as the frame rate varied significantly in various light conditions,
from 0.5 FPS, with the lens cover on, to 6.4 FPS, when directly facing a light
source. Increasing the output data rate of the image sensor had a direct effect
on increasing the frame rate. However, due to the STM32F103 DMA unit being
limited to a maximum input of 6.4 MHz, as explained in Section 4.2.1, the output
data rate could not be increased.
Looking at the image stream in the client application end, the frame rate varies
in the range 0.5 FPS to 6 FPS, but stays around 2 FPS to 4 FPS at normal room
light levels. This is almost the same range as the output frame rate of the image
sensor, but in the client application the frame rate maxes out at 6 FPS. This
difference in maximum frame rate could be either due to bandwidth limitations or
due to the client application missing frames.
Measuring the size of the images in the client application, it was found that
the typical image size was around 3.3 KiB in most cases, which corresponds to a
compression factor of approximately 23:1. However, the image size varied from
under 1 KiB to over 10 KiB. Using the throughput for data and the typical size of
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an image, the maximum frame rate is found as 6.1 FPS according to
FPS =

throughput
.
image size

(5.1)

Consequently, the image sensor can output images at a frame rate of up to 6.4 FPS
while the bandwidth is only enough to sustain a maximum frame rate of 6.1 FPS.
The output frame rate from the image sensor only went above 6 FPS in very bright
lighting conditions. The frame rate, for the current configuration, is thus usually
not limited by the available bandwidth.
The large variations that were found in the image sizes were found to be due
to corruption of data during the transfer from the image sensor to the client
application. The corruption can at times make the client application miss where
one image ends and a new image starts, effectively concatenating the data for two
or more images into the same buffer.
Some tests have been performed to find the source for the image corruption.
One test was to have the helper MCU buffer up a few images and then stop reading
data from the image sensor. JTAG was then used to read out the images directly
from memory, and in this case the images didn’t show any sign of corruption.
However, the buffer only has space for a few images at the same time, making the
possibility to miss the error cases very large. If corruption is caused by interference
from SPI signals, it could not be determined in this test, as no SPI transfers were
done.
Also, a test with the image stream enabled was performed. An indicator was
enabled to show transfer errors for the radio, effectively using the CRC detection
to find corrupt packets. The SPI packet length was hardcoded to 31 B, making it
possible for the quadcopter to identify packets of erroneous length. The radio did
never indicate any errors while the quadcopter did indicate length errors separated
by a few seconds, this being quite often with the low frame rates acquired.
More tests have to be performed to determine the source of data corruption
with certainty. As of now, the authors believe that either the already problematic
SPI slave or the data transfer from the image sensor to the helper MCU is the
culprit, or possibly both of them.
Looking at the quality of the images shown in the client application, it can
be noted that all of them have problems with some horizontal lines, as seen in
Figure 5.1. These lines only appear when the image is scaled down too much in
the image sensor, and are as such probably an artifact introduced by the scaling
algorithms used by the image sensor.
Several of the received images suffer from partial corruption, as the image in
Figure 5.2 shows. Other images are free from errors, except for the horizontal lines,
while a few suffer from extreme corruption.
The current and voltages for VCOM, VCC and VCCA were measured when
the camera module was active and images were streamed to the client application.
The power consumption of the individual supplies was calculated and the results
are shown in Table 5.1. The total power consumption of the camera module adds
up to about 183 mW, which is much lower than the predicted 450 mW.
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Figure 5.1: Example of a non-corrupted image from the CrazyCam. Note the
horizontal lines which is caused by down-scaling in the image sensor.

Figure 5.2: Example of a partly corrupted image from the CrazyCam. Note how
the corruption appears as blocks due to the JPEG format.

5.3

Requirements Fulfillment

The camera system will first be compared against the requirements identified in
Section 2.7 to see if they are fulfilled. Then the results are evaluated against the
external requirements defined in Section 1.3.
The camera module communicates with the quadcopter using SPI and only
requires the connectors available on the quadcopter to function. Thus the interface
requirement is fulfilled.
Most of the components in the camera module runs at 2.8 V, but the sensor
core also requires 1.8 V. As described in Section 4.3, this resulted in an extra
regulator being used. It would have been better if no extra regulator was required,
but the authors find that the use of one extra regulator is acceptable.
As the measurements show, the total power consumption for the camera module
is 183 mW, which is well below the requirement of 500 mW.
The current system can provide compressed QQQVGA pictures with only minor
defects. The resolution is on the low side, but the resolution and compression
requirements are fulfilled. However, the varying frame rate of 0.5 to 6 FPS is far
below the requirement of 10 FPS.
At the achieved frame rates, the time between two image frames is at least
Supply

Current [mA]

Voltage [V]

Power [mW]

VCC
VCCA
VCOM

30.9
20.2
10.3

2.8
2.8
3.9

86.5
56.6
40.2

Table 5.1: CrazyCam power consumption
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170 ms. Therefore, an external event could take more than 170 ms to show up in
the client application. The requirement was a maximum of 130 ms delay, which is
clearly not fulfilled.
When the throughput from the helper MCU to the client application was
measured, it was shown to be 160 kbps. This is far from the requirement of
350 kpbs, which the radio can transmit. However, as described in Section 5.2,
the radio throughput is not the reason for the low frame rate. Measurements in
Section 2.3.4 has shown that the Crazyflie system is capable of handling data rates
of 350 kpbs, making the camera module, or the interface to the camera module,
the culprit.
The camera module weighs 10 g, which clearly violates the 4 g requirement.
The weight without the lens is 2–3 g and the weight of the lens is 7–8 g.
The diagonal AOV for this lens is 92◦ , which is well above the minimum value
of 50◦ and almost reaches the preferred value of 100◦ .
The mounting mentioned in the requirements (in the center, quadcopter visible)
have not been given much attention, as the original intention of the prototype was
to create it using a ready-to-use prototype board as a first step.
At this stage, vibration compensation has not yet been considered, as it is still
not known whether this is a problem or not.
Looking back at the external requirements defined in Section 1.3 it can be seen
that most of them are left unfulfilled. The combined effect of the added weight and
power consumption of the camera module is unknown. Images can be streamed
from the camera module and shown to the user in the client application. However,
the image stream is not usable for navigation, due to the low frame rate.
The implementation of a keyboard and mouse control has been started, but is
far from finished. Finally, it is possible to release the design of the camera module
as open source together with the Crazyflie and all component documentation
necessary can be acquired for free.

5.4

Possible Improvements

From the performance evaluation in Section 5.2 some key points in the design that
can be changed to increase the performance can be identified.
It was found in Section 5.2 that to increase the frame rate of the image sensor
it is necessary to increase the output data rate, but due to limitations in the DMA
unit in the STM32F103, as described in Section 4.2.1, this is not possible in the
current design. To improve the frame rate, the helper MCU therefore has to be
replaced with another MCU which can handle input signals with higher frequency
than the STM32F103 can.
As described in section Section 5.2, the exposure time was not automatically
adjusted to the ambient light conditions. With more time to try out different settings
in the image sensor, it should be possible to get the exposure to automatically
adjust itself during video capture.
In Section 5.2 it was found that the throughput, from the camera module to the
client application, was limited to 160 kbps, while in Section 2.3.4 the throughput
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from the quadcopter to the client application was measured to over 300 kbps.
Furthermore, in Section 5.2, it was found that the throughput from the camera
module to the quadcopter was severely limited by software in the quadcopter,
dropping from 780 kbps to 180 kbps when the software was allowed more time to
do other things. To improve the throughput the receiving of data from the image
sensor in the quadcopter should thus be changed to be handled more by hardware,
e.g. using DMA. With the quadcopter as the master on the SPI bus this is hard
to implement in a reasonable manner as it need to switch between receiving data
and data length. A solution to this is either to reverse the direction of the SPI
communication so that the image sensor assumes the master role in the transfer,
or to use a UART interface instead.

Chapter 6

Conclusions
The contributions of this master thesis include the identification of the requirements
necessary to transmit a video stream from a low weight quadcopter, with limited
battery and data link capabilities, to a computer. Furthermore, a design to fulfill
the requirements is proposed, and implemented in a prototype system. During
evaluation of the prototype implementation in Section 5.3 it is found that some of
the requirements are not met. In Section 5.4 some key points in the design that
can be changed, to improve the design as to meet the unfulfilled requirements, are
identified. As such the prototype stands to show that it should indeed be possible
to create a system for streaming live real-time images from a quadcopter with only
limited resources available.
With the next version of the quadcopter a dedicated SPI interface will be
available on the expansion header, enabling the solution outlined in Section 5.4 for
improving the throughput, where the camera module is the master on the SPI bus
instead of the quadcopter. Already with the current Crazyflie version, an attempt
to use UART instead of SPI for communication between the quadcopter and the
camera module can be performed. No changes to the PCB are required, as the
UART available in the quadcopter JTAG connector can be wired directly to the
UART pads, which were added for debugging purposes, on the camera module
PCB.
As noted in Section 5.3, the weight of the module was much higher than the
stated requirement. The largest contribution to this result was the heavy lens.
A smaller lens, weighing 1.5 g, plus a lens holder of unknown weight have been
ordered. Even with this lens, the total weight will probably be above 4 g, but the
total weight of the camera module should then be light enough to enable at least a
few minutes of flight time. As of writing the report the new lens has not arrived,
so no tests with it has yet been done.
In general it turned out to be hard to find small lenses and lens mounts for
the MT9D131, most being more than 10 mm high and having lenses consisting of
multiple glass elements. A closer look at Table 3.1 reveals that the MT9D131 is
one of the larger sensors and one will preferably use a smaller sensor to find smaller
mounts.
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One particular difficulty when looking for camera chips was the very sparse
information that was freely available and the difficulty to acquire chips in small
quantities. Documentation for all other chips, both for the quadcopter and the
camera module, could be acquired without any agreements being signed and they
could easily be ordered from one of the large distributors, such as Mouser [58].
The authors believe that this could be due to a very competitive and fast-moving
market. During the course of the project, at least two of the image sensors found
have become obsolete.
The performance analysis performed on the Crazyflie system is not limited for
use with camera systems. The lift and radio information provide useful insight on
what the current quadcopter can manage and could be useful when creating other
add-ons or modifying the communication.

Chapter 7

Future Work
This master thesis project has set the baseline requirements for what is necessary to
create a video stream from a low weight quadcopter and transfer it to a computer
for use as a reference to remote control the quadcopter. Building on the experiences
drawn by the master thesis a future project could then either modify the proposed
design or create a completely new design to fulfill these requirements.
When a video stream fulfilling the requirements has been achieved, work can
be done on image processing to improve the usefulness on the image for control,
possibly using information from the other sensors in the quadcopter to overlay
extra information.
J. Crossfire [59] has performed JPEG compression in software using an STM32F4,
which is running at 168 MHz and then sending the image data by WiFi. The information provided is very sparse, but the STM32F41x, consumes approximately
330 mW in the worst case at 2.8 V [60]. The authors therefore believe that this
could be an interesting alternative to hardware JPEG compression, giving a much
larger selection of image sensors.
A completely different solution that could be interesting to explore, is to use
analog PAL/NTSC camera modules with built-in transmitters, e.g. [61] from
FPV Hobby. These, however, require a separate receiver, adding an extra device
that must be handled. The main problem to solve is the relatively high supply
voltage needed by the camera modules, as compared to the voltages available on
the Crazyflie. Adding an extra battery is probably out of question, but a boost
converter might do the trick.
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Appendix A

Image Resolutions
Abbrevation

Dimensions [pixels]

Megapixels

QXGA
UXGA
SXGA
VGA
CIF
QVGA
QCIF+
QCIF
QQVGA
Sub-QCIF
QQQVGA
QQQQVGA

2048×1536
1600×1200
1280×1024
640×480
352×288
320×240
176×220
176×144
160×120
128×96
80×60
40×30

3.15
1.92
1.31
0.31
0.10
0.08
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00

Table A.1: Resolutions used in the report together with their correspondence to
megapixels
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Appendix B

Radio Rate Measurements
Tables B.1 and B.2 contain raw values for all measurements of the ACK data radio
for the radio channel. Payload for data packets is varied between 1, 16 and 32
bytes while the ACK payload is 32 bytes in all cases. The data rate is calculated
on 31 bytes to account for overhead from the CRTP header.
Tables B.3, B.4 and B.5 contain raw values for the end-to-end image rate
measurements with 32 bytes ACK payload.
Distance
[m]
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
5

ACK data rate [kbps]
1 B data

16 B data

32 B data

414.952126
416.730638
417.397466
412.896078
416.233120
412.788967
416.079125
411.226608
415.821623
412.989376
413.700427
414.397075
413.894319
409.699266
410.712359
409.052133
418.835942
412.316748
415.295319
421.692044
356.613338

343.439016
342.062627
344.309110
342.574685
345.054596
344.702292
344.194185
343.572717
342.169701
343.662485
343.874119
344.235667
345.618523
346.169462
347.294118
343.759051
345.963673
346.029962
345.427895
345.680828
235.954204

271.620429
270.800077
271.408873
271.483890
271.893704
270.877284
271.360377
271.579745
271.064760
271.410707
271.434989
271.534212
272.255289
272.101082
271.488586
271.277613
272.124457
271.834101
270.014781
268.114885
259.193601
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B Radio Rate Measurements
Distance
[m]
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
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ACK data rate [kbps]

1 B data

16 B data

32 B data

395.767573
306.156963
421.857782
413.840121
415.704509
408.929859
409.103244
272.502537
417.460385
416.709015
395.952825
308.086124
343.703060
344.010325
221.850168
114.020723
325.221524
197.815492
212.919946
415.546352
410.255355
418.057342
420.835594
414.583815
409.096257
414.002757
421.513682
414.596279
413.442354
413.297173
414.766314
415.933987
411.938806
419.972151
413.206236
409.839346
414.783703
416.329075
414.755352
418.217673
415.757170
414.451671
417.255870

271.300361
236.215475
239.939908
184.558357
218.157686
172.609922
255.943350
147.777518
179.641986
119.149549
262.949705
135.864896
47.906497
150.865642
334.159048
286.190649
301.228167
312.620595
303.027646
344.728925
343.938483
344.179087
344.966452
344.486161
343.227917
343.377775
344.995654
345.704374
344.120531
343.390730
344.511196
347.257548
344.623810
342.706422
340.894412
344.957911
345.274148
343.364044
340.503155
342.639423
345.010911
343.236028
343.260968

270.523581
266.451924
270.527066
269.961924
271.178416
271.376343
271.494417
254.037858
271.501867
263.078300
237.979034
244.402790
233.017692
234.599862
266.234114
267.537064
241.781395
270.662376
238.538018
271.853154
271.717138
252.117830
271.319501
270.873414
271.599356
271.476818
270.892225
271.662423
271.409952
270.740524
272.114857
270.872017
271.816675
270.984489
271.857755
271.781828
271.222860
271.128333
271.269258
271.558624
271.044204
271.965359
271.422956
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Radio Rate Measurements
Distance
[m]
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

ACK data rate [kbps]
1 B data

16 B data

32 B data

411.657727
334.130834
271.093125
411.001427
341.320954
271.598762
418.978741
339.971107
271.576233
415.276624
317.362817
270.418454
416.352817
339.565833
271.350777
414.917573
344.258321
271.281925
413.374131
343.741568
271.458898
411.407774
344.682363
270.791591
414.484384
344.315101
270.994493
406.399096
342.112427
271.775931
411.068003
343.118887
271.309041
409.298985
341.106314
272.435763
413.338964
344.115153
271.271145
422.717747
343.189352
271.833398
416.956285
343.490341
271.569265
416.151795
341.527150
271.667180
Table B.1: ACK data rate measurements at 2 Mbps

Distance
[m]
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

ACK data rate [kbps]
1 B data

16 B data

32 B data

92.647879
86.687497
91.011630
91.171123
91.071161
87.849190
90.728153
90.532074
94.505049
96.294441
102.910444
97.242615
100.193385
97.339656
90.904414
91.121099
88.005843
92.725652

154.273470
156.248331
157.833793
160.181766
158.286042
157.877797
155.777822
157.121838
155.010829
157.115834
156.227949
155.481702
157.243117
159.298832
156.092988
156.952898
155.589982
157.896877

165.288608
165.256757
165.115098
164.991983
166.449881
165.447083
164.469471
166.812428
164.428330
165.564172
165.562004
164.541303
167.661100
166.507614
165.295511
165.177004
163.474036
164.008495

B Radio Rate Measurements
Distance
[m]
0.15
0.15
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
15
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ACK data rate [kbps]

1 B data

16 B data

32 B data

90.748934
98.561715
108.773256
116.993358
112.891998
114.067345
111.356723
108.417066
111.755736
108.265942
107.842458
111.240660
107.139000
108.022982
106.544739
109.457590
105.622338
104.505647
106.607917
103.083141
104.135903
107.882859
99.097683
100.440044
100.371152
99.710439
96.692236
99.230403
98.867644
98.886584
98.503042
102.286470
99.228153
102.488233
98.066222
99.514754
99.137648
98.142750
98.148197
102.554401
106.988372
99.958383
142.840159

156.305018
157.476447
154.999443
150.210538
151.674638
152.786524
151.784917
151.199662
153.051968
150.299022
151.443622
151.147771
149.664502
150.178004
153.155704
149.019472
150.607255
149.256948
151.461095
149.335426
149.018919
150.662682
149.243521
147.592701
146.795075
147.782349
147.403204
148.337354
148.076321
147.543208
148.779427
146.268389
148.135333
148.434295
150.150423
146.639049
147.024828
148.622117
147.952987
147.572520
147.969807
147.585681
147.570175

165.442191
164.830199
158.889402
160.922395
161.556536
161.581449
159.630866
159.571778
160.381317
160.773525
159.801732
159.642196
159.377976
158.467576
157.767204
157.046670
160.601161
159.577504
159.349627
160.000298
158.574236
158.773732
153.994812
155.575497
155.504866
152.895909
154.261268
158.428446
156.016234
146.486388
152.132720
155.350802
155.997498
154.192312
151.585419
153.180534
152.810738
150.985366
153.015329
133.454352
151.020171
153.122466
147.413295
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Radio Rate Measurements
Distance

ACK data rate [kbps]

[m]
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

1 B data

16 B data

32 B data

143.900969
149.605757
148.124019
144.473398
148.991875
146.774764
144.654726
147.142575
146.803409
146.285283
148.462509
142.876633
143.683998
142.813653
145.088442
142.031717
137.795952
145.940333
144.125929
139.622275
143.390774
143.327731
147.659025
143.807312
144.996991
146.043663
148.224720
143.181689
146.012394
148.688123
141.961656
146.857350
145.472635
142.563048
148.353650
146.113496
146.159890
148.700107
144.261573
146.381349
148.899434
144.347504
149.362938
149.668948
143.280125
148.119567
149.208926
144.640612
145.217964
149.815872
146.385994
146.048756
149.273790
148.338966
149.435246
147.937725
147.576971
Table B.2: ACK data rate measurements at 1 Mbps

Distance
[m]
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

Image data rate [kbps]
1 Mbps

2 Mbps

218.333257
218.566268
218.741175
219.409067
220.022132
222.338296
220.335245
224.674917
221.796629
220.240052
207.775473
223.582176
223.198375
221.616666
219.432524

344.473818
334.729597
329.787866
340.212663
332.390113
335.146696
340.238450
332.268791
335.103481
333.602702
329.784246
336.217607
334.173908
328.164491
337.992192

B Radio Rate Measurements
Distance
[m]
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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Image data rate [kbps]
1 Mbps

2 Mbps

224.022251
222.103252
226.112756
224.034507
222.902069
182.050423
182.380891
182.745151
187.505670
185.343158
173.689544
185.572055
180.762718
182.015512
181.225812
183.848760
174.596910
186.655450
185.913351
188.984359
184.756895
185.049375
190.624038
182.328416
190.651253
207.848850
206.274268
206.020121
206.299281
210.194759
207.801776
205.995176
207.291800
206.284283
205.539127
204.344605
206.788431
205.539137
207.234670
204.978987
204.641025
206.777632
206.885560

303.946490
331.886382
337.966426
326.696116
329.767563
336.037688
341.586398
334.717991
333.006777
337.557852
331.005635
335.927585
337.446513
329.420439
338.536571
336.089953
335.611342
340.522497
338.213509
333.559547
338.902114
336.771592
333.479406
341.515440
300.626209
278.369548
333.723341
332.230323
341.228813
333.003938
336.343911
339.139671
330.723487
334.283410
341.429016
331.193916
339.476094
338.856027
331.310263
338.900965
341.043167
331.720288
336.606772
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Radio Rate Measurements
Distance
[m]

Image data rate [kbps]
1 Mbps

2 Mbps

10
208.129724
332.531908
10
208.064443
282.033285
15
187.260929
229.821122
15
193.687938
227.496218
15
190.549807
221.989547
15
187.561135
261.951014
15
129.888235
289.477217
15
184.531867
216.653121
15
189.991778
251.692717
15
190.700027
271.789547
15
189.443398
282.780741
15
192.387810
188.052652
15
189.627396
186.469465
15
174.954678
285.082784
15
157.109858
250.294469
15
178.110414
281.449607
15
171.103374
284.715873
15
181.991384
273.257299
15
186.825822
282.558250
15
179.623385
188.670592
15
189.172397
213.230380
15
172.399095
206.851371
Table B.3: End-to-end image data rate measurements

Image data rate [kbps]
1 Mbps

2 Mbps

176.431194
179.122392
179.168741
180.990881
181.568652
180.293306
182.270798
184.615492
181.781361
183.400960
172.937909
183.117363

325.622157
340.348215
329.479889
322.722734
285.500383
310.834806
317.164829
327.331343
327.401345
331.750055
323.294821
323.475551

B Radio Rate Measurements
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Image data rate [kbps]
1 Mbps

2 Mbps

183.577583
333.117686
180.567708
335.680078
180.615347
324.111630
182.330722
329.587474
183.081058
326.304855
171.806304
329.098120
188.701629
335.204491
187.230976
325.285942
Table B.4: End-to-end image data rate measurements at 10 meters through door
with window

Image data rate [kbps]
1 Mbps

2 Mbps

171.603919
134.771917
179.594346
100.999835
176.888806
81.079130
179.272080
27.850033
167.461990
74.491319
147.978727
66.949518
163.826673
125.018896
170.885353
137.747370
175.039652
158.180882
169.534629
201.699235
177.561468
183.999038
180.383646
165.660632
157.336533
174.120238
175.817199
148.965221
170.593444
142.434430
173.241628
73.665554
175.707827
156.444772
177.266688
116.996759
176.040881
108.280773
166.057473
68.278899
Table B.5: End-to-end image data rate measurements at 11 meters through door
with window plus wall

Appendix C

Weight Test Results
Table C.1 lists the flight times as measured flying in “normal” and “extra thrust”
mode (from 50000 to 55000 for the “Max thrust” parameter in the client application). Refer to Section 2.3.1 for a description of these modes. No times are listed
when the quadcopter did not take off or when the test could not be completed due
to damages.
Added weight [g]
0
0
0
4
4
4
7.5
7.5
7.5

Flight time [m:s]
Normal mode Extra thrust
8:10
8:00
8:10
4:40
4:10
4:20
0:30
0:30
0:30

7:50
7:50
7:50
6:20
6:20
6:20
3:40
3:00
3:00

Table C.1: Weight test flight time results
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AR.Drone Test Data
D.1

Resolution Tests

Figure D.1 shows the image from the AR.Drone scaled to different resolutions.

(a) QVGA

Figure D.1: AR.Drone resolution test images
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AR.Drone Test Data

(b) QQVGA

(c) QQQVGA

Figure D.1: AR.Drone resolution test images, continued

D.1 Resolution Tests
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(d) QQQQVGA

Figure D.1: AR.Drone resolution test images, continued
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D.2

AR.Drone Test Data

Angle of View Tests

Table D.1 describes the different angle of views found with different image cropping.
The angles was found by pointing the AR.Drone straight towards a wall and
measuring the dimensions of the resulting triangle, spanning from the camera to
the endpoints visible on the wall. According to Section 2.5 the front camera has a
93◦ diagonal angle of view, which does not match the value found in this table. It
is believed that the reason being due to measurement errors and the sensor area
being smaller than the lens, effectively cropping the image.
The theory behind the calculation of the data can be found in Section D.3
Distance to
wall [m]

Distance
between
endpoints
[m]

3.81
3.81
3.81
3.81
3.81

5.83
4.74
3.76
3.08
2.83

3.80
3.80
3.80
3.80
3.80

4.20
3.47
2.82
2.32
2.13

3.79
3.79
3.79
3.79
3.79

7.18
5.91
4.69
3.83
3.47

Direction

Crop
Factor

Resolution [px]

Angle [◦ ]

horizontal

1.00
1.20
1.50
1.82
2.00

320.0
266.7
213.3
175.8
160.0

75
64
53
44
41

vertical

1.00
1.20
1.50
1.82
2.00

240.0
200.0
160.0
131.9
120.0

58
49
41
34
31

diagonal

1.00
1.20
1.50
1.82
2.00

400.0
333.3
266.7
219.8
200.0

87
76
63
54
49

Table D.1: Drone front camera angle test data

D.2 Angle of View Tests

(a) Crop factor 1, αd = 87◦ , αh = 75◦ , αv = 58◦

(b) Crop factor 1.2, αd = 76◦ , αh = 64◦ , αv = 49◦

Figure D.2: AR.Drone angle of view test images, continues on next page
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(c) Crop factor 1.5, αd = 63◦ , αh = 53◦ , αv = 41◦

(d) Crop factor 1.82, αd = 54◦ , αh = 44◦ , αv = 34◦

Figure D.2: AR.Drone angle of view test images, continues on next page

D.2 Angle of View Tests
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(e) Crop factor 2, αd = 49◦ , αh = 41◦ , αv = 31◦

Figure D.2: AR.Drone angle of view test images, continued from previous page
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D.3

AR.Drone Test Data

Angle Calculations

Following is an explanation of the formulas used to find the angle of view for the
AR.Drone camera. The optics are very simplified and no attention has been paid
to any non-linear effects.
To find the angle of view (αx ) simple trigonometry is used. Take for example
the calculation of the horizontal angle: Looking at the bottom triangle formed
by the light visible by the sensor, in Figure D.3, it can be split into two equally
shaped right triangles. The distance S from the focal point to the object and half
of the width W of the object inside the view makes up the catheti of these triangles.
Using the trigonometric relation and doubling the result, the angle ah is found as
W
αh = 2 arctan 2S
. The same calculation can be used to find the vertical (αv ) and
diagonal (αd ) angles from the height (H) and the diagonal (D). One example of
this argumentation is found in [62].

Figure D.3: Measurements used to calculate the angle of view
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Schematics

(a) Main part

Figure E.1: Schematics for camera module

E Schematics
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(b) Power supply

Figure E.1: Schematics for camera module
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Schematics

(a) Main part

Figure E.2: Schematics for debug board

E Schematics
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(b) Power supply

Figure E.2: Schematics for debug board
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Schematics

Figure E.3: CrazyCam top layer copper
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Figure E.4: CrazyCam top layer silkscreen
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Schematics

Figure E.5: CrazyCam bottom layer copper
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Figure E.6: CrazyCam bottom layer silkscreen

Appendix F

Bill of Materials
Reference
P1,P2, P3,
P4
R5, R6
R4, R8
D1, D2, D3
K2
P5
U1
R10
C1
C2
JACK_2P

Value
56 Ω
390 Ω
green

487 Ω
100 nF
1 µF

Package
pin-header2x10
axial
axial
axial
pin-array-1x3
pin-array-1x5
TO-220
axial
axial
axial

Comment
2.54 mm pitch

IDC-socket2x10
IDC-socket2x10
ribbon-cable
ribbon-cable
prototype board

2.54 mm pitch

2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4

1.27 mm pitch

4

0.635 mm pitch
1.27 mm pitch
1.27 mm pitch

1
1
1

0.25 W
LED
LM317AHVT

Table F.1: Debug board bill of materials
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Quantity
4

F Bill of Materials

Reference
R1
R2
R4, R5, R6
R7
C1, C2, C3,
C6, C7, C10,
C12, C14,
C15, C16,
C20
C24
C4, C11, C22,
C25
D1
D3
P3
U1
U2
U3
U4
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Value
100 kΩ
330 Ω
10 kΩ
220 Ω
100 nF

Package
SM0603
SM0603
SM0603
SM0603
SM0603

Comment

1 µF
4.7 µF

SM0603
SM0603

1
4

red
green

LED-0603
LED-0603
pin-array-10x2
LQFP48
CLCC-48
SOT23-5
QFN8
cable 20x2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.27 mm pitch
STM32F103CB
MT9D131C12STC
TPS76318
MS5611-01BA0X
1.27mm pitch

Table F.2: Camera module bill of materials

Quantity
1
1
3
1
11
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UML diagrams
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[Stop camera]
[Get data]
Send data
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Figure G.1: Activity diagram for the camera module
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G UML diagrams
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Wait for video
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Stop camera
module

Start camera
module

Acquire SPI
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Get camera
status
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Read image
data and put in
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Figure G.2: Activity diagram for Crazyflie camera task
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UML diagrams

Read radio
status
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Flush TX-Fifo
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Clear radio
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[Data in Rx-FIFO]
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[Rx-FIFO empty]
Put radio status
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[Tx-FIFO full]
[Space in Tx-FIFO]

[Data in USB OUT buf]

Put USB data
in Tx-FIFO

[USB OUT buf empty]

[Video enabled]
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in Tx-FIFO

[Video disabled]
Handle control
data from USB

Figure G.3: Activity diagram for CrazyRadio
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Fetch data from
CRTP out queue
and put in
send buffer

[Data in send buffer]

Send data
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[Send buffer empty]

[Data in CRTP out queue]
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from USB

[CRTP out queue empty]
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Figure G.4: Activity diagram for the client application USB code
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